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TRAIN OPERATIONS
IMPROVEMENT
STUDY
Study focused on four railways

Ain

the region:
• Tanzania-Zambia Railway
(TAZARA)

- Zambia Railways Limited
INDIAN

OCEAN

(ZRL)
• National Railways of Zimbabwe

(NRZ)
OEANZL

Botswana Railways (BR)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
Throughout the decade of the 1980's, the railways of southern Africa have experienced
a declining market share, increasing deficits and, for some, a deteriorating security
situation. Many of the railways are not providing prompt and efficient transport services,
causing large traffic diversions to road. For example, as shown in the USAID-sponsored
study of the feasibility of implementing a rolling stock management system (February,
1992), the market share of rail compared with road in the region has fallen from 85% in
1981 to less than 32% by 1990. This is a significant loss of traffic and has contributed
to the increasing deficits being faced by nearly every railway in the region.
To a certain degree, this diversion from rail to road has been caused by the security
situation, primarily in Mozambique and Angola, which has rendered several rail routes
closed or operating at minimum service levels. However, based on discussions with
many existing and former users of the region's rail network, this strong trend towards
using road transport has been prompted, to a significant degree, by erratic rail transit
times and declining service levels. Many former rail customers are willing to pay higher
truck rates in exchange for reliable and timely transport service.
The importance of impruving train operations in the region was highlighted in the SADCC
Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA) report of August, 1991. The need
for train operations improvement ranked eighth highest of all transport projects
evaluated. This report is in direct response to that need.
Project Purpose
The purpose of this project is to identify specific operating practices which would
improve the efficiency of the railways in the southern African region. With the successful
implementation of these efficiency improvements, the railways will be in a better position
to improve their financial situation and regain some of the lost market share.
In some cases, these improved operating practices would be implemented within
individual railways, while others involve considerable coordination between railways of
neighboring countries. As there is a high level of dependency among the railways in the
region, for originated, terminated and transit traffic, this coordination issue is most critical
in creating a well-run regional railway network, and one which meets the needs of its
customers.
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Methodology
On the advice of USAID Harare, the Study Team (one Railway Operations Specialist, one
Railway Management Specialist and two Transport Economists) focused on four railways
in the region:
-

Botswana Railways
National Railways of Zimbabwe
Tanzania-Zambia Railway
Zambia Railways Limited

Meetings were held with officials at each railway as well as with USAID staff throughout
the region. Field visits were made to selected sites. Inaddition, an extensive literature
survey was undertaken to highlight railway operating practices in the developed world
as well as in southern Africa.
Results of the Study
The operating improvements recommended by the Study Team include the following:
- Establish run through trains, both within each country and across international
boundaries;
- Implement joint inspections at borders;
- Eliminate unnecessary idling of locomotives;

- Effect more efficient train crossing procedures and train dispatching;
- Institute stricter adherence to safety rules;

- Improve efficiency of train blocking practices; and
- Implement region-wide standardized interchange agreements.
The Study Team's evaluation of the projected benefits concluded that the most
significant benefits would be reflected in service improvements which would lead to
reduced wagon hire charges to Spoornet and increased net revenue resulting from
regaining lost traffic. The increased traffic would result from perceptions from transport
users that the region's railways can provide reliable service.
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There are three major categories of benefits associated with the improved train
operations:
1.

Fuel saved by reduced idling of locomotives;

2.

Reduced wagon hire payments to Spoornet resulting from time savings of train
operations; and

3.

Increased net revenue to the region's rail systems due to improved service quality
and reliability.

The only recommended operation improvement which would require capital expenditure
is the proposal to operate run through trains. While specific requirements are known
only for Botswana, it is assumed that similar costs will have to be incurred at other
border locations. Technical assistance, however, will be required to monitor and to
assist in the successful implementation of most recommendations.
It has been estimated that $ 500,000 would have to be spent in signal and
telecommunications improvement to allow Spoornet to operate over the entire BR
system. Inaddition, an estimated 24 months of technical assistance would be necessary
to ensure successful implementation, bringing the total amount to $ 980,000. In order
to estimate the total capital cost for the entire SADCC railway network, it is assumed that
each country would require $ 980,000 for tha necessary modifications and technical
assistance. It is likely that 5 countries would be involved in these improvements:
Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique. This would mean that a total
potential investment of $ 4.9 million would be required for the entire region.

Summary of Benefits
The summary of project benefits is shown in Table E-1.
Table E-1

Benefit Summary (millions)

Benefit Category

Annual Benefits

Spoornet wagon hire
Net revenue increase
Reduce locomotive idling
TOTAL
Source: Section 5.0 this report

$ 0.44
$1.434
$1.689
$ 3.563
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The costs arid benefits have been evaluated over a 20 year period, beginning in 1993,
and an internal rate of return (IRR) calculated. The benefits which are attributable to the
investment cost of the project are the reduction of Spoornet wagon hire and increases
in net revenue. The fuel savings from reduced locomotive idling, while incorporated in
the scope of this project, are not directly attributable to this investment, and are not
taken as benefits in the IRR calculations.
The costs of the project include investments in signalling, communications and other
related elements to facilitate the run through trains and joint inspections at border points.
These costs are further divided into an initial demonstration project for a two year period,
followed by full implementation throughout the region.
Table E-2 shows these costs and benefits for each year for the SADCC region. The total
cost of the demonstration would be $ .98 million composed of $ .5 million in capital
improvements and $ .48 million for technical assistance. After this initial two-year period,
the balance of the $ 4.9 million will be spent equally during the next two years ($ 3.92
million) at $ 1.96 million per year. The project will be fully implemented at the end of
1996.
The benefits of reduced wagon hire costs are projected to be realized in 1997, the year
after project completion. Benefits of increased traffic, expressed in net revenue
increases, will likely not materialize fully until several years after project implementation.
In order to recognize this, 50% of the benefits attributed to increased traffic are taken in
the years 1998, 1999 and the year 2000. Full benefits for increased traffic begin in 2001.
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Table E-2

Year

Costs and Benefits - Train Operations Improvements
(millions of dollars)

Investment

Benefits
Wagon Hire

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Internal Rate of Return

Total Benefits

Net Benefits

.44
1.157
1.157
1.157
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874

-.74
-.
24
-1.96
-1.96
.44
1.157
1.157
1.157
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
;.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874

Net Revenue

.74
.24
1.96
1.96
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44.
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44

.717
.717
.717
1,434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434

21.3%

The rate of return for the project is 21.3%, which is an acceptable value. While the
calculation of benefits were based on very conservative assumptions, sensitivity tests
were performed, assuming increased costs of 20%, decreased benefits of 20% and a
"worst case" of costs increased by 20% and benefits decreased by 20%. Even in the
worst case scenario, the rate of return for the project is an acceptable 15.0%, as shown
in Table E-3.
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Table E-3

Sensitivity Tests on IRR

Scenario

IRR

Base Case
Costs + 20%

21.3%
18.3%

Benefits - 20%
Costs + 20%; benefits - 20%

17.7%
15.0%

After full implementation of the project, the total annual benefits will be $ 1.874 million
for reduced wagon hire and net revenue increases, plus fuel savings of $ 1.689 million,
for a total of $ 3.563 million.
With the rate of return of the investment of 21.3%, considering only the wagon hire and
net revenue savings, and the 'Worst case" sensitivity test showing a rate of return of 15%,
it can be concluded that the project is worthwhile and would make a positive
contribution towards improving the railway operations efficiency of southern Africa.
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Chapter 1.0
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the decade of the 1980's, the railways of southern Africa have experienced
a declining market share, increasing deficits and, for some, a deteriorating security
situation. Many of the railways are not providing prompt and efficient transport services,
causing large traffic diversions to road. For example, as shown inthe USAID-sponsored
study of the feasibility of implementing a rolling stock management system (February,
1992), the market share of rail compared with road in the region has fallen from 85% in
1981 to less than 32% by 1990. This is a significant loss of traffic and has contributed
to the increasing deficits being faced by nearly every railway in the region.
To a certain degree, this diversion from rail to road has been caused by the security
situation, primarily in Mozambique and Angola, which has rendered several rail routes
closed or operating at minimLIm service levels. However, based on discussions with
many existing and former users of the region's rail network, this strong trend towards
using road transport has been prompted, to a significant degree, by erratic rail transit
times and declining service levels. Many former rail customers are willing to pay higher
truck rates in exchange for reliable and timely transport service.
The purpose of this project is to identify specific operating practices which would
improve the efficiency of the railway operations inthe southern African region. With the
successful implementation of these efficiency improvements, the railways will be in a
better position to improve their financial position and to regain some of the lost market
share.
The need for improved railway operating practices has been emphasized in the SADCC
Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA) report in August, 1991. In that
report, the need for improved railway operations was ranked eighth highest of a total of
48 transport projects in the southern African region. This report is in direct response to
that need.
Within this report, several suggested operating improvements are identified and
estimates made of the benefits which could be achieved. The method of implementation
involves case studies of aselected location where these operating improvements would
be made. Following successful implementation of this case study, more general
applications throughout the region would be made.
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Chapter 2.0
LITERATURE REVIEW
Preliminary to a detailed analysis of the railway operating environment of southern Africa,
it is useful to review the literature currently available regarding efficient modern train
operations. The intent here is twofold: first, to establish criteria for improved regional
operations by showing how it is done elsewhere and by emphasizing what is most
appropriate for adaptation into the SADCC region; and second, to underscore the expert
opinions and analyses of the Study Team.
Attached as Appendix A is a bibliography of the sources reviewed from which the
following information is summarized. Appendix A lists both general sources and also
technical studies and reports sr ecific to SADCC member states.
2.1

Railway Operations in the Developed World

The "Developed World" became such, in many cases, because of railways. Railways,
as pointed out in The Railroad, What It Is, What It Does, were the first (and for several
generations, the only) ion-water-based distribution medium. They came to dominate
transportation, and hence commerce, from their inception in the early 1800's well into
the 20th century.
The 20th century, however, has seen a dramatic increase in the capability and efficiency
of railways' modal competitors: road transport and air. Further, domestic water carriers
have found new life as competitors for railways' traditicnal traffic.
Yet in this era of enhanced competition in both mode and route, the axioms of the
railway business are the same as they have always been: quality services and pricing
to move products into world markets create prosperity. In this environment the railways
must utilize the strengths of their mode to concentrate on their strategically superior
capabilities. The ability of the railways to provide certain services profitably is essential
to their long-term viability.
To do what is needed to remain competitive, railways have had to take three paths to
increased productivity: focus on customer satisfaction, improve operations and adopt
new technologies.
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2.1.1 Custonter Satisfaction
As stressed in a Distribution magazine article entitled, "Railways Focus on Marketing",
customer orientation is crucial to the success of North American railways. For too long,
railways were in the business of only running trains, not in the business of satisfying
customer demand by providing the transportation service their customers require.
Historically, railways have been operations driven. To be successful into the future -
whether in North America or southern Africa or anywhere -- they will need to be
increasingly market- and marketing-driven.
The key to this approach is incorporation of a Total Quality Management (TQM)
program. Through extensive employee training and involvement to enhance their sense
of "ownership" in the effort, through virtual partnership relationships with customers, arid
through thoughtful and timely responsiveness to market conditions, railways can provide
a quality service at reasonable -- yet profitable -- rate levels. The goal of the TQM
approach: doing things the right way the first time (and every time).
2.1.2 Operations Improvements
On a worldwide basis, railways have refocused operations on eliminating the delays that
have traditionally been associated with train movement. This is an attempt to get the
cost of train operations as low as possible while reducing the overall transit time. Very
few investments have been made to build or to change the alignment of existing tracks.
The costs of these investments are usually very high and payback poor. The exception
is in high-volume cases (100 m tons/year) where returns are acceptable.
As pointed out by John Starr in The Evolution of the Unit Train, typically, the focus has
been directed to the providing of block and unit train services of substantial volume that
are handled in bulk or dry port terminals. The commodities that have been retained or
increased include minerals such as coal and copper, raw and finished steel, semi
finished parts in large volume, and goods shipped in quantity for local distribution
centers. These can be handled in bulk, wagon, or container load, as the goods require,
for safe and efficient handling.
Unit train service is the transport of one commodity from one load point to a single
unloading location with little time spent in yards or terminals. Through the inspection of
the wagons on the empty portion of the cycle just before the wagons are loaded with
goods, the need for an additional inspection is reduced or eliminated. This allows the
unit train to travel from the loading location to destination without delay.
The costs to the railway of handling a single wagon delivery to private siding has, in
effect, forced many railways out of the business of providing this service. To fill this void,
the railways have offered container or truck trailer service from the shipper's truck ramp
to a container loading facility. The container is transported by the railway to the
2-2

container facility nearest to the destination. The railway then arranges for the delivery
to the receiver's truck dock to complete the transport. This has proven to be quite
competitive to truck transport for the handing of freight that had been handled by rail in
the past. It has been less effective with time-sensitive traffic that is willing to pay the
higher cost of truck service. This change has allowed the railways to reduce the cost
of providing local service to a manageable level. In the process, the reduction of local
railway service may result in the abandonment of the branch lines and private sidings
(points) causing a reduction in the cost of track maintenance.
The movement of trains between terminals also reflects the declining use of wagon
based delivery to individual customers. Railway operating practices have been changed
to eliminate many stops !ncluding interchange inspections, dropping off wagons for local
delivery, and shunting off wagons for 1,500 kilometers or more. Most trains operate from
a major terminal to a destination terminal.
Fewer local goods trains reflect the lower volumes of local traffic seeking these services.
The setting out or dropping off of wagons at a station is no longer p Part of every train's
work as it once was. Local service is provided by only one train per day, or less, to
deliver wagons to customers and intermediate yards. This decline in service at the local
level usually adds one or two days of transit time. This is balanced by the reduction in
transit time of the through trains that do not stcp. Often the result is reduction in total
transit time of virtually all of the traffic except the very short distance movement of single
wagons.
Interchange inspection are now most often made at the shunting yard of the railway
receiving the interchange. The receiving railway does not inspect the wagons at tile
interchange yard or a national border. To simplify their operation, an inspection is made
by the delivering railway at the last yard where the train was shunted prior to the
interchange. Because the delivery and receipt inspections are done at locations that
would have inspected the wagons, no inspection for mechanical defects was needed at
the interchange location.
Not stopping this type of train has been taken further through the operation of the trains
from one railway shuntirng yard to a shunting yard of the other without using the
interchange yard. The delivering railway then takes an inspected train back to its yard.
The work of operating the interchange trains is balanced either by the number of train
kilometers, or worked one year by each railway in rotation. With this system in place,
what was a busy interchange location has no trains to examine, shunt, or delay. It can
be removed due to the lack of use.
A balance of interests of the two railways is achieved through two means. First, each
railway delivers to the other with the receiver's examiners doing the agreed interchange
inspection. If there are defects, the repairs are done by the receiver at the expense of
the delivering railway. Because the standards for acceptance and exception of wagons
are agreed upon and taught to the examiners, the defect rates per wagon delivered
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should be consistent over time. A great increase in defects would imply a change in the
handling of the wagons on the trip between interchange yards. Alternatively, an increase
may be the result of the inspection not being done correctly when the interchange train
was made up. In either case, the railway involved would like to know about the problem
in order to correct it. The balance between the railways is kept by each having the right
under the agreement to audit the work of the othe, railway in their delivery yard on both
a periodic and an unannounced basis. By reviewing the defects identified by the other
railway, further agreement about the application standards can be made. If the defects
cannot be resolved locally, a review by managers of both railways will be called for.
In North America, these audits are conducted by the Association of American Railroads.
The penalties for incorrect examinations, substandard repairs, or unneeded repairs can
be serious: the penalty can include canceling the charges for repairs made that day,
month, or even as long as one year. This can amount to millions of U.S. dollars. In
addition, those responsible for dishonest charges can be prevented from employment
with the railway.
The operation of locomotives on a run-through has been developed for the same
reasons: avoiding train stops except when legitimately needed. This is the operation of
locomotives on trains th. enter the receiving railway as part of an interchange. It is
most often simply a contract to rent a locomotive from the delivering railway with
payment in the form of returned locomotive value or a financial payment. The agreement
allows the railways to help maintain a fluid operation at the using railway, rather than
allow congestion to build because of peaks of traffic. In some cases, it includes the
operation of ri iq-through locomotives on run-through trains.
This concept is also applied to trains within one railway to describe a locomotive that
operates with the same train past many terminals where locomotives may have been
serviced in the past. The limits between train stops is the safe distance or time between
inspections of a locomotive or the need for fuel. A safe distance in the United States for
a locomotive inspection done in locomotive depot is 48 hours or over 4,000 kilometers.
Fuel is needed about every 2,000 kilometers with 20,000 liter tanks, but fuel is often
available on the main track without going to the depot. This allows railways to operate
the locomotives on trains for two days or more with only the driver visually checking the
brake blocks for wear and to see that nothing from the locomotive is dragging on the
ground. This and other factors have raised the utilization rate from 80 percent to over
95 percent.
When a railway has more than one locomotive workshop, it has the ability to specialize
the maintenance and repair of each locomotive type or component to one shop. A
workshop will only handle work on one manufacturer's models or only do alternator
work. Within the United States, railways often cooperate by making available spare parts
that are needed by another railway but are not in inventory. In smaller railways (short
lines and regional railways of up to 1,000 kilometers) repair work on lorcmotives is
sometimes exchanged. Each benefits from a cost-effective repair being made. A major
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portion of the savings is achieved through the short time the locomotive is in the
workshop. This is possible because the shop has the tools, the spares, and experienced
staff.
The concept of contracting out work that can be done effectively has progressed to
include private shops that work on a locomotive type or component. Engineering shops
are often engaged to repair the diesel engine, the alternator, traction motors, or air
compressor. Because each of these components is used in other industrial applications,
the shops are familiar with them and often more productive with higher quality levels.
2.1.3 New Technology
Railways have adopted new technologies basically in two forms: improvements to
existing types of equipment, and introduction of new types. The former is characterized
by larger wagons with increased capacity, by a new generation of computer-controlled
locomotives with improved tractive effort and increased fuel efficiency, and by upgraded
management information systems to improve the quality, quantity and timeliness of
information for decision making.
The greatest example of new types of equipment being used by railways is in the area
of intermodal traffic. To participate in world markets, railways have developed double
stack wagons to improve their productivity in handling ocean containers. Recently these
efficiencies are increasingly finding their way into domestic transportation as well.
2.1.4 Implications for Southern Africa
The experier- es of railways in the developed world can serve as examples for improved
railway service in the SADCC region. Operating practices adapted frc. ' the developed
world can help individual railways (usiny locomotives in multiples, reducing locomotive
idling, among others) and corridor groups of railways (run-through trains, joint
inspections and so forth).
While it is true that traffic levels in the region will likely never approach those of the
developed world, the productivity increases attributable to operations improvements and
a higher degree of customer orientation could benefit SADCC railways. Improved
productivity and increased efficiency translate ii, .-ost savings which translate into lower
rates which can make the railways more competitive as a modal choice.
Bearing in mind that the SADCC railways must operate in the particular political climate
of their region, it is nonetheless likely they can effect some of the operating
improvements experienced by railways in the developed world. Our purpose here is to
uoncentrate on which improvements and how this ,;ould be accomplished.
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2.2

SADCC-Specific Literature

Train operations improvement is one of the projects proposed by the 1991 SADCC
Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA) study. The authors felt that
significant savings and increases in railway eff. 'iency, cycle time and reliability could be
achieved through low cost improvements in the current operating procedures by regional
railways.
The STIPA p,oject description mentions th problems associated with frequent crew
changes, wagon inspections, and locomotive changes at national borders. This occurs
even though the trains might have had the same services provided 100 kilometers
before. It also indicates that benefits could be gained from formal agreements for
trackage rights, locomotive pooling and other cooperative efforts.
The STIPA project proposal mentions two phases. Phase I includes regional workshops
on train operations and run-through trains. Phase IIwould assist the railways in drawing
up new interchange agreements that improve the efficiency of transit movement. During
Phase II,technical assistance would be made available for setting up run-through train
service on specific corridors. It was mentioned thp+ .ome "Capital assistance may also
be required but probably less than $1 millions/rai;way..."
USAID included the STIPA Train Operations Improvement project in their SADCC
Transport Efficiency Project (STEP). They anticipated that this activity would, like the
Rolling Stock Information System project, bt carried out under the general direction of
the proposed SADCC Association of Railways.
A significant portion of the traffic carried by SADCC railways is transit traffic moving
relatively long distances. The railways need to focus on this traffic because it should be
profitable and the payments are usually in badly needed foreign exchange.
Another comprehensive study - SADCC Transit Corridors - further elucidates the
Southern African railway environment. An investigation of all modes, its ohjectives were:
o

to establish a framework for the analysis of SADCC transport corridor financial
strategies related to transit traffic and the impact of further transit flows;

*

to estimate present and future financial transport costs in the region and relate
these to the economic costs of transport;

*

to determine the revenue potential of present and future transit traffic and the tariff
strategies neded to support the assets involved on a long-term sustainable
basis;

0

to identify the potential improvements to regional operating policies that would
have a significant impact on transit costs.
2-6

The study noted as bottlenecks: (1)lack of available freight wagons or trucks for import
or export, (2)an extremely long shipping time, and/or, (3) a forced transfer of a shipment
to a higher cost mode.
The causes identified for these bottlenecks included: lack of locomotive availability at
border transfer points, long delays in intermediate rail yards (which lead to increased
pilferage), and lack of coordiration between rail and port operators in the SADCC ports.
The main focus of this study was identifying the measures necessary to improve the
long-run financial viability of the corridor transport systems. One of its main conclusions,
however, was, "Of all the corridor transport system components, it is clearly the railway
system which is the key to the efficiency of long-distance corridor flows, since it is
responsible for the bulk of the international freight haulage, and it is the least-cost mode
for long-distance transport.... Even with all major corridors open, and given more than
sufficient infrastructure capacity and an improved shipper information system, the major
bottlenecks in SADCC corridor transport relate to the operations and management
of the railways and the management of the rail-port interfaces. These bottlenecks
will continue until actions are taken to correct them." [emphasis added.]
The reasons for the poor financial condition of the SADCC railways were identified as
operational/management policies, tariff policies, and physical constraints.
Most railways have obtained more flexibility to raise and control their tariffs since this
report. Similarly, government and donor support has provided substantial new
locomotive capacity and improved infrastructure.
Operational/management policies, however, do not appear to have achieved as much
progress. The report states, "The key problem in the operating policy of the SADCC
railways is the relatively low productivity they are obtaining from their locomotives and
rolling stock although wagon loading and tonnages per train are also important."
While a number of recommendations were made, the strategies and actions outlined by
the SADCC Transport Corridors study in the area of train operations include:
Active system management practices
general management information and cost accounting systems
monitoring of rolling stock utilization
-
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Railway operational improvements
greater use of unit trains and through blocking
increased wagon loads
use of specialized wagons
greater tonnage per train
more efficient use of locomotives
accelerated implementation of wagon tracking
greater standardization of rolling stock and spare parts
-

Terminal operations improvements
Border crossing improvements
reduction of duplicate yards
through running of locomotives for unit trains
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Chapter 3.0
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
To ascertain the specific operating improvements needed to benefit Southern African
railways individually and collectively, the Study Team surveyed the current situation and
practices at four carriers in the region: Botswana Railways (BR), Tanzania-Zambia
Railway Authority (TAZARA), Zambia Railways Limited (ZRL), and National Railways of
Zimbabwe (NRZ). The Team's focus here was to catalog these railways' needs to:
*
*
*

achieve efficient utilization of wagons and locomotives;
effect efficient run-through operations and agreements amongst the four; and
improve customer service delivery.

The Study Team's major concentration was on the cross-border, interregional aspects
of the carriers as an entirety, focusing on combinations of individual railways in logical
corridor groupings. But to make such assessments properly, it was necessary to
catalogue the various traits and practices of each railway. When they attempt to work
in groupings to provide through service over an entire corridor, the success of the whole
is dependent upon a combination of the efforts of all members of the group. As a result,
to force run-through service on a group of railways when some in the group are not as
efficient as the others, would burden each railway with the marginal inefficiencies of the
"weaker" one(s).
Following are the Team's observations from site visits to each of the four surveyed
railways. (Some comparative operating characteristics of the four systems are
summarized in Appendix B.)
3.1 Botswana Railways
The mainline through present-day Botswana connecting Mafeking (RSA) and Plumtree
(Zimbabwe) was built in the early 1890's and operated as a connector between the two
neighboring systems. Itwas operated as a part of National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ)
until 1987 when it split from NRZ and began operating independently as Botswana
Railways.
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3.1.1 Track
The BR system has a total of 971 km of Cape gauge (1.067 m) single track consisting
of a 640 km mainline between RSA. 1 where it links to Spoornet to the eastern border
where it links to National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ). There are also three branch
lines totalling 247 km, of which the most important is the recently opened 175-km Sua
Pan Branch serving a soda ash mining operation.
The ruling grade is 1.8%. The alignment is generally straight on gently undulating terrain,
but there are short sections with curves as tight as 5 degrees. The mainline has a total
of 60 crossing loops, of which 15 have been lengthened to 762 m, sufficient to pass
BR's standard consist of 45 wagons. The remaining 45 shorter loops are in the range
of 414 m to 597 m (25 wagons), averaging 457 m in length. The maximum permissible
mainline speeds are 60 km/h for goods trains, 90 km/h for daytime passenger trains, and
80 km/h for night passenger trains. There is an automatic 35 km/h caution order at all
facing points. 40 km/h is the normal speed for a 5 degree curve. Caution orders are
marked in the field by a yellow flag. There appears to be no central map or inventory
of existing caution orders. Track condition is deteriorating, even for the newly
reconstructed track, because of inadequate maintenance.
BR is in the midst of a major track replacement program. The entire mainline is being
rebuilt with 50 kg continuous welded rail (CWR) and concrete sleepers using a "fist"
connector. This program will have been completed by mid-1992. BR has reported
problems with buckling of the CWR, which they originally attributed to the excessively
high ambient tempertures, although CWR is successfully being used in many parts of
the western USA at higher temperatures than experienced in Botswana.
3.1.2 Locomotives
There are 41 relatively new locomotives, all acquired since 1987, three of which are now
in RSA undergoing major rehabilitation from accident damage. BR supplements its fleet
with 10 locomotives hired from Spoorn(t at a cost of approximately US$1 000/day. The
availability rate for the 41 owned locomotives varies in the range of 60-70 percent. BR
management feels another eight to ten locomotives are needed for a total fleet of 50 in
order to satisfy expected future traffic demand.

The area of RSA which the railroad enters is actually in Boputhatswana, one of
I
the nominally independent RSA "homelands" which are not recognized by the United Nations,
Bo', wana, or most other nations. The significance of this is discussed later in the paper.
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3.1.3 Wagons and Coaches
Botswana has about 1,000 wagons, of which many are specialized. There are many
Spoornet wagons on the system, and many of these are plain (brass) bearing. Most of
the wagons pending repair are plain bearing wagons. BR wagons are equipped with
vacuum brakes, but are pre-drilled for air brakes.
3.1.4 Traffic
Table 3.1 shows the breakdown of traffic and revenue for the 1990/91 financial year.
Total goods traffic for that year was 2.2 million net tons, plus approximately 400,000
passengers. Current operations ,as of May 1992 consist of five goods trains (including
maize trains) and three passenger trains per day in each direction. Transit traffic
represents 59 percent of the net ton-km, but contributes only 40 percent of revenue,
suggesting that BR is not recovering full costs on this service.

Table 3.1
Botswana Railways Traffic and Revenue, 1990/91 Financial Year

Freight
Import
Export
Transit
Subt. Interchange
Internal
Total

Passengers

%

Net
Ton-km
Mill.

%

907
120
787
1,814
409

40.8%
5.4%
35.4%
81.6%
18.4%

235
42
499
776
76

27.6%
5.0%
58.6%
91.1%
8.9%

2,223

100.0%

852

100.0%

Net
Tons
1000

Number
394,385
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Revenue
%
P 1000
22,100
3,481
22,729
48,310
9,275

38.4%
6.0%
39.5%
83.9%
16.1%

57,585100.0%

Revenue
6,260

3.1.5 Train Operations
The standard mainline goods train is 40-45 wagons pulled by tandem locomotives and
using vacuum brakes. Air brake trains are run on the Sua Pan branch. BR now
operates five goods trains and three passenger trains daily, plus a weekly border-border
passenger train by Spoornet. The overall transit time is reported by BR management as
approximately 26 hours, compared to an average 18.5 hours shown on the timetable.
The 7.5 hr/train excess over the timetable is attributable to delays in route caused by
derailments and other incidents, equipment failures to rolling stock and the
communications systems, crossing delays, and delays for crew changes, inspections
and other operational inefficiencies.
3.1.6 Signalling and Train Control
Radio Eiectric Token Block System (RETBS). Train movements on BR are governed
by a time table2 , and by a Radio Electronic Token Block System (RETBS) which was
acquired from GEC (U.K). The RETBS technology was originally developed for low
density branch lines in Scotland, and is considered inappropriate for mainline operation
by BR's present management.
BR management is unhappy with the performance of the RETB system and wants a
feasibility study undertaken to determine a suitable replacement technology. While the
Study Team concurs that the RETBS is not performing satisfactorily, these failures are
due to an inadequate level of maintenance rather than to any inherent flaw in the
equipment or technology. If RETBS were to be replaced by another centralized control
or signal system, the new technology would soon exhibit the same faults as the RETBS.
Crossings. The procedure at crossings observed by the Team, and confirmed through
discussions with BR, is as follows. Priority is accorded by the following hierarchy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Down 3 Passenger
Up Passenger
Down Freight
Up Freight

Under BR's rules, all points are supposed to be padlocked to the mainline position,
although this rule is frequently broken. There are mechanically operated point indicators
attached to the points
which are visible at braking distance.
2

Working Timetable No. 3, 1 July 1991

3 "Down" direction is from southboL'-d, from Plumtree to Rakhana.
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Open/Loose Switch Points. There have been many derailments caused by points
which are slightly open or not fully aligned. This is a combination of poor maintenance
of the points, and incomplete alignment of the points. This has led BR management to
conclude that they need an electric signal system which will provide a clearly visible
illuminated indication of the point position. While it is true that such a signal system
might theoretically provide better information for drivers, it too will probably malfunction
unless BR is able to effect a significant improvement in the quality of maintenance; if
maintenance is improved, the underlying cause of the derailments (poor point
maintenance) will have been removed and the signal system would be unnecessary.
3.1.7 Interchange Activities
The southern border of BR's territory is with
Southern Border (Spoornet).
Boputhatswana, a nominally independent "homeland" within RSA which is not recognized
as a legitimate country by Botswana, the United States, nor most other United Nations
members. Prior to 1987 it was the practice of BR's predecessor NRZ to cross the border
In retaliation for Botswana's non-recognition,
to pick up trains at Mafeking.
Boputhatswana officials now refuse to permit entry of BR equipment or staff across the
border. The solution adopted is that Spoornet has undertaken to deliver trains from
Mafeking over the 35 km distance to Rakhuna, 9 km inside Botswana.
Rakhuna has no other function except to receive the SATS trains, and its infrastructure
is minimal. To overcome the lack of yard facilities, BR has entered into an arrangement
whereby SATS marshals trains for BR at Mafeking for a fee of 2000 paula/month (US$
1000).
Northern Border. The interchange of trains with NRZ at the northern border station at
Plumtree, Zimbabwe, is burdened by numerous delay-inducing activities. Under existing
arrangements, the following is the sequence of events.
BR inspection and crew change at FT
BR delivers train to Plumtree when space is available.4
NRZ cuts train, adds power and crew, performs own inspection
NRZ moves short train with steam to Bulawayo Yard
NRZ inspects train at Bulawayo Yard
This sequence adds many hours to the transit time and appears to provide an excessive
number of repetitive stops and delays.

BR must often hold down trains south of Plumtree to wait for NRZ to make room for the
train. BR reports that on one day recently, they were unable to deliver trains for a whole day
because of congestion at Plumtree.
4
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3.2

Tanzania-Zambia Railway Authority (TAZARA)

The TAZARA railway, jointly owned by Tanzania and Zambia, opened in 1976. This.
858.8 km railway, built by the Chinese, runs between Kapiri Mposhi in Zambia to the Port
of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. It provided a route to the sea during a period when
Zambia's traditional export routes were threatened.
3.2.1 Track
TAZARA is a single-line Cape gauge system running 1,858.8 km between the port of Dar
es Salaam and Kapiri Mposhi, where it connects to Zambia Railway. Most traffic
continues on to either the copper belt or Lusaka, Zambia.
There are 100 passing loops, on the average of 28 kms apart, with the capability for
freight and passenger service by local trains. Ten of these are major stations.
The ruling grade is 2%. There is a mountainous section with 17 tunnels and an area
subject to landslides. The time table speeds are 50 km/h for freight trains and 60 km/h
for passenger trains. It has been reported that design and construction defects have
given rise to structural failures.
3.2.2 Locomotives
There are currently 86 locomotives on the system. Seventeen of these are new diesel
electric GE locomotives purchased by USAID. With these new locomotives, availability
is around 60 percent.
The locomotive workshop at Mbeya is responsible for the maintenance arid repair of the
new General Electric locomotives that were donated by USAID. The regular and periodic
work is all done at Mbeya with only fueling and supplying done elsewhere.
3.2.3 Wagons and Coaches
There are 2,300 coaches and wagons of which 1,800 are in service. The majority of
these are Chinese wagons and are not ideally suited for interchange.
3.2.4 Traffic
TAZARA loaded 1,011,823 tons of freight in 1990/91. Ninety - two percent of this was
revenue earning. This was a drop of about 10 percent from the year before. There were
also 1.6 million passenger trips in 90/91. This was a decline of 7 percent from the
previot is year despite the addition of a fourth set of passenger trains. Thirty-four percent
of the freight traffic are copper and zinc exports.
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3.2.5 Train Operations
Normal operations per timetable are four freight trains east and west per day. There are
also ten passenger trains per week in each direction. The standard main line goods
train is 30 wagons pulled by one 2200 hp locomotive using vacuum brakes. Overall
transit time is approximately four days, compared to three days shown on the timetable.
The additional time is attributable to delays in route caused by derailments, equipment
failure to rolling stock, crossing delays, and delays for nine crew changes, locomotive
changes and inspections.
3.2.6 Signalling and Train Control
All trains run on fixed timetables. Modifications are made by train orders. No other
electrical or mechanical train control devices are used. The failure to maintain operating
schedules imposes considerable delay on other trains and the system.
3.2.7 Crossings
There are 100 crossing loops of sufficient length to permit the crossing of the standard
train being operated on the system. A railway employee is permanently stationed at
each crossing to throw the switches, instead of using train operating personnel as on
other railways.
3.2.8 Interchanges
The only interchange on the TAZARA system is with Zambia Railways at New Kapiri
Mposhi NKM) inside the Zambia border. This connection is the lifeblood of TAZARA's
traffic, and is crucial to its success.
Wagon movements through NKM are suppcsed to be coordinated with both railway
administrations providing advance notice of arriving wagons, trains, and tonnages.
Manual systems are used, and have problems as a result of communication system
failures. The intention is for wagons to be jointly inspected by a mixed team of both
railways' employees, in accordance with the technical agreement, and disputes settled
on the spot.
The preparation of exchange documents is in adjacent TAZARA offices. Upon arrival at
NKM, TAZARA provides a switching service to Zambia Railways, separating the Ndola
wagons from the Kabwe wagons. Zambia Railway delivers mixed wagons to switch from
both directions. A.ARA crews change here and the locomotives are turned for the
return to the east. All services are performed at the yard; the ZR facilities are limited to
a loop and passenger station. This interchange could provide an excellent example of
the efficiency that could be achieved if events actually occurred as designed.
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3.2.9 Current Joint Operations

The route from Dar es Salaam to Ndola via TAZARA and Zambia Railways is 2,200
kilometers long. The schedule calls for five days, with nine nhanges of crew, and four
different locomotive consists. The current freight operation is based on a plan of two
trains per day in each direction. The first is an express that is shunted into a train at
Yambo (Dar es Salaam) with wagons to set out at Mlimba, Mbeya, Chozi, and Mpika.
The eastbound schedule is shunted in NKM and works at the same stations coming
east. The local service in both directions is provided by the second train, . local that is
scheduled to stop at all of the stations. Because of the work, the trip takes six to seven
days. The critical resource to make the TAZARA operation work is the availability of
locomotive power.
A locomotive starts work at Mbeya as part of a two-unit tandem that takes a train to
Mlimba. Here one locomotive is removed for use on a westbound train to make a
tandem. The single locomotive with the train continues east to Dar es Salaam, where
the locomotives are fueled and serviced. It is then ready to operate west. The
locomotive works single with a train until it reaches Mlimba, where one locomotive is
added. At Mbeya the train is shunted and remade to Chozi, where the train is shunted
and remade. Here the one added locomotive is removed. The train continues on to
Mpika where it is again shunted and remade. The single unit then departs with trafiu
for Zambia Railways and NKM. Here the locomotives are again fueled and serviced and
then attached to an eastbound train. The operation issingle with shunting in Mpika and
Chozi. A second locomotive, one taken off an eastbound train, is added at Chozi to
operate over the 2% grades into Mbeya. Here both the engines are removed for
servicing, fuel, and any repairs.
3.3 Zambia Railways Limited
Zambia Railways Limited is an integral part of the Cape gauge railway system operatng
from the Victoria Falls Bridge on the south to Kitwe and the copper belt on the north.
Itwas built at the turn of the century as part of Cecil Rhodes' concept of a south to north
railway through the heart of Africa. Today, it is owned by the parastatal Zambian
Industrial and Mininq Company.
3.3.1 Track
Zambia Railways is 848 kilometers long from Victoria Falls to Kitwe and is single track
with a centralized train control system. In addition, there are 615 kilometers of branch
lines for gathering and delivering on the northern and southern ends of the railway.
The track conditions of the observed main lines a.nd yard track of ZR are fair for this type
of operation. The rail on all through main lines iL80 and 90 pound per yard rail, 80
percent of this on wooden sleepers. Yards and branches are laid with 60 to 90 lb/yard
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rail. There are some concrete sleepers in the main line and steel sleepers on branch
lines. The grades are mostly modest and less than 1%, with a ruling grade from Kafue
to Lusaka northbound of 1.25%. The alignment is good except for the approaches to
the larger bridges, where speed is restricted. The bridges are original, built about 1910.
Periodic repair and maintenance has been done, but is now badly needed on many
bridges. Those bridges that need it have speed restrictions in place that are consistent
with their condition and are compatible with the approach speeds.
The yards are in fair condition and are suitable for the task they perform.
3.3.2 Locomotives
The Zambia Railways locomotive fleet is made up of 68 General Electric (US)
configuration locomotives from 10 to 30 years old. All of them have a six-.axle
configuration to reduce the loading to under 16.85 tons per axle, an acceptable !C'vel for
the loading of the railway's bridges. Fifty-six locomotives have a power output of 2150
horsepower and are intended for main line train hauling. Twelve of these locomotives
are shunters of 1650 horsepower that are used in the yards and terminals to switch
trains and service local customers. The conversion from steam power to diesel electric
locomotives was wisely made to one basic design. As a result, Zambia Rail has had the
advantage of uniformity of driver training. In addition, workshop employees were able
to learn one basic locomotive configuration and work with a simplified locomotive spares
inventory. These
factors have all contributed to a simplified locomotive maintenance task.
3.3.3 Wagons and Coaches
Zambia Railway owns 6878 wagons. It is part of the interchanged wagon fleet of
southern Africa that is in use throughout the area.
3.3.4 Traffic
The primary economic activity of Zambia Railways is the supporting of the inputs and
export of the copper belt regions of both Zambia and Zaire. Major portions of the traffic
is in raw materials, ores and coal, and the export of copper ingots, plates, and billets.
In addition, the copper belt's employees create a large consuming area for food and
consumer goods. The other large destination within Zambia is Lusaka, the capital, which
is a consuming and light manufacturing center. The business of Zambia Railways
depends on its ability to work with the other railways of the region, since Zambia does
not have its own port.
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3.3.5 Train Operations
The capacity of the yards is more than adequate for the handling of the current and peak
load traffic. There is a buildup of scrap wagons that are taking up space in the yards
that were toured. The condition of these wagons dictates that they be disposed of to
generate spare parts, cash from the scrap, and the room that is needed to handle peak
demands comfortably.
3.3.6 Signaling and Train Control
The main line is signaled with a centralized traffic control system that is managed from
Kabwe. With more than 60 loops of 40 wagons each, the ZR has substantial capacity
for meeting trains. In addition, the yards and terminals are controlled at each end and
provide additional opportunities to meet trains. The rest of the railway is dispatched with
radio token or a "staff" system. With the small number of trains on one of these lines at
the same time, these are appropriate low cost controlling systems. At the current levels
of busi less, including peaks, the system main line is only loaded to about half of its
potential capacity. This capacity is partially consumed today by having portions of the
CTC out of service for lack of parts, poor radio and signal communications, and through
the operation of trains on timetable schedules rather than making the best use of the
Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) system. In addition, much of the capacity is lost
through the operation of small, slow trains. These congest the railway with longer transit
times between loops and make poor use of the loop lengths (40 wagons).
3.4 National Railwnys of Zimbabwe
The National Railways of Zimbabwe is the central hub and spoke system of the SADCC
integrated Cape gauge railway network. It operates from the Victoria Falls Bridge on
the north to Beit Bridge on the south, and Mutare in the east and Plumtree in the west.
Today, it is owned by the Zimbabwe government.
3.4.1 Track
The NRZ system has 2759 kilometers of route including the main routes and branch
lines. In addition, there are 1545 kilometers of branch lines and yards for gathering and
delivering railway traffic.
The track conditions of the observed main lines were excellent with well managed
alignment and surface. The yard tracks of NRZ at Bulawayo are good for the type of
operation we observed. The conditions at Dabuka were excellent, reflecting the needs
of a modern high volume hump classification yard. The rail on all through main lines is
45 kilogram per meter with 350 kilometers of 54 kg/m and 110 kilometers of 40 kg/m.
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Ninety-five percent of the main line is continuous welded rail. Most of the main lines are
laid on ccncrete sleepers with about ten percent in both steel and wooden sleepers.
Yards and branches are laid with mostly 40 kg/m rail, but there are about 200 km each
of 45 kg/m and 30 kg/m rail on branch lines. There are some concrete sleepers in these
branch lines, but steel s!epers are the dominant application. The grades are mostly
modest and less than 1%, with a ruling grade from Bulawayo to Harare northbound of
1.25%. The alignment is good, and routes are direct between the points they service.
The transit routes are not the short line distances through Zimbabwe, and are often
much longE.:, than the road route. The bridges are mostly original, built about 1901.
Feriodic repair and maintenance has been done, but is now needed on some bridges.
In general, the track condition of NRZ contributes to the success of the operation.
3.4.2 Locomotives
The NRZ locomotive fleet is made up of 411 locomotives including electric (30), diesel
electric (287), and coal fired steam (94). The age varies from 10 years for the electric
and some diesels to over 40 years for most of the steam fleet. All of them have an axle
configuration to reduce the loading to under 20 tons per axle, an acceptable level for the
loading of the railway's main lines. Some branch lines require lighter locomotives
because of rail weight and bridges.
The diesel locomotives are used from Harare to Mutare and from Bulawi [yo to Dabuka
and Beit Bridge. The railway operates electrified from Dabuka to Harare with 28
operational locomotives. The diesel electrics intended for main line train hauling have
a power output of 2000 to 3000 horsepower. The balance of the diesels (150) are shunt
and branch line service locomotives. The shunting locomotives are about 1000
horsepower and are used in the yards and terminals to switch trains and service local
customers. The steam fleet handles most work from Bulawayo to Plumtree and all trains
from Bulawayo to Victoria Falls including shunting at Bulawayo and on the line.
The conversion from steam power to diesel electric locomotives has resulted in a variety
of diesel electric locomotives of many different designs. As a result, NRZ has suffered
from a lack of uniformity that would have simplified driver training. In addition, workshop
employees have to learn to maintain many different locomotive configurations. The
inventory of locomotive spares has become a problem for many of the older locomotives
in the fleet. The result is both a large inventory per locomotive and frequent lost
locomotive time for lack of needed inventory. These factors have all contributed to a
complicated locomotive maintenance task. The maintenance of the current steam fleet
is done at Bulawayo with locally sourced parts being made when needed. In the next
five years, the steam engines will be due for major overhauls requiring parts that are not
locally sourced, and may not be obtainable except as a custom item. For this reason
the steam fleet is to be replaced within this time period.
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3.4.3 Wagons and Carriages
The passenger service of 68 trains per week is provided utilizing %:20passenger
coaches. Tha fleet is made up 105 NRZ coaches and 215 Unitary System coaches. The
trains operate daily in most corridors with first, second, and economy services offered
on most trains. Based on recent performance, the services are utilized to reasonable
levels with each train averaging 800 passengers. This service earned more than
Z$14,000,000 in 1990.
The wagon fleet of NRZ ownership is 12,967. This includes 7385 wagons of Unitary
System, a common ownership arrangement with Zambia that was started at Zambian
independence. The ficet is pait of the interchanged wagon fleet of southern Africa that
is in use throughout the area. The fleet is dominated by high sided open gondolas that
are used for the transport of coal and minerals. Because of the basic simplicity of the
design, it can also be utilized to food products, containers, machinery, and other goods.
With tarps it can handle any commodity except liquids. The result is a 60 to 70 under
load ratio in most applications.
3.4.4 Traffic
Table 3.2 shows the breakdown of traffic and revenue for the 1990 financial year. Total
goods traffic for that year was 14.28 million net tons, plus approximatc-ly 2,862,000
passengers. Transit traffic represents 5.7 percent of the net ton-km.
Table 3.2
National Railways of Zimbabwe
Traffic and Revenue, 1990/91 Financial Year

Freight

Net
Tons
1000

%

Import
Export
Transit
Subt. Irterchange
Internal Service
Other Rev. Service

1,700
1,996
815
4,511
9,377
383

11.1%
14.C%
5.7%
31.6%
65.7%
2.3%

14,281

100.0%

Total
Passengers

Net
Ton-km
Mill.

Number
2,862,000
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5,590
Revenue
14,000,000

Revenue
Z %1000

345,736

3.4.5 Train Operations
The average mainline goods train is 30 to 35 wagons pulled by a single locomotive and
using vacuum brakes. Air brakes are utilized on certain unit trains of coal and iron run
on regular cycles. NRZ now operates 74 goods trains and 10 passenger trains daily,
plus passenger trains operated by Spoornet and Botswana Rail. The average wagon
turnaround time in 1991 was repoed by NRZ management as approximately 12 days
for all wagons and 8 days excluding vans. The seeming excess over the actual time
moving at 40 km/hr to 80 km/hr timetable speed is attributable to work in route
including customer loading time and siding congestion, waiting empty for the next load,
and waiting for the operation of the corruct schedulo. Additional railway caused delays
include shunting, examinations, crossing delays in route, equipment failures to rolling
stock, delays for crew changes, locomotive changes, and other operational inefficiencies.
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Chapter 4.0
SPECIFIC OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS
4.1 Asse,;sment of Need
4.1.1 General
The railway business can be divided into three basic categories: rolling stock and
infrastructure, commercial, and operational.
During the 1980's the most immediate problems were associated with track,
infrastructure, and rolling stock. To address these problems, substantial investments
were made in these areas by both governments and donors. Today, with minor
exceptions, the infrastructure and rolling stock are adequate, if efficiently used, to handle
anticipated regional traffic demands.
The commercial category includes marketing, tariff setting and other business activities.
These relate to the financial viability of the railway and its long-term ability to sustain
operations. The SADCC railways each need to improve in this area. USAID and other
donors are assisting in this effort by encouraging and funding railway restructuring
projects aimed at commercial viability.
The third category is operations. Train operations covers everything concerned with the
making up and movement of trains. It is affected by the availability and quality of
existing locomotive and wagon rolling stock, track condition, communications and
signaling. It includes the making up and blocking of trains, dispatching, and
interchanges with other railways.
4.1.2 Need to Eliminate Delay
In general, SADCC region railways experience excessive delay, going against the
objective of successful railroading: to make train operating practices as smooth and
efficient as possible. This reduces costs, improves transit time, safety, and reliability.
In its simplest form, maximum train operation efficiency is achieved by keeping the
wagons in motion on trains. Keeping trains moving at the maximum railway operating
speed is important, but not stopping any more than a minimLIm is critical. SADCC
railways are lax in this area.
Any delay is costly in operating expenses and its impact on the perception of service.
It reduces equipment utilization and increases transit time. Movement is more important
than speed. Increasing speed 25 percent, from 40 km to 50 km per hour, for example,
saves about two hours over a 400-km trip, but this time saving can be offset by just two
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poorly planned train meets. Improving train operations, particularly in the short term,
involves reducing train delay and eliminating or consolidating unnecessary train stops.
In the SADCC region, operating delays occur in the following areas:
Crew changes. Most crew changes add an hour or more to the transit time of
the train. Train crews normally work 8 hours, and can work up to 12 hours on
overtime before safety rules require rest. Time is "on duty" and not train running
time. If a train is not ready when the crew is scheduled or the train arrives late,
the crew is on duty and on pay at the scheduled time. If the delay is too long,
the crew will be changed before they complete their work, to avoid working too
many hours. If the overall train speed is 30 km/h, the crew must be changed
every 240 km. When the speed is 45 km/h, this increases to 360 km. A slow
train speed is usually the result of on-line actual delay rather than low operating
speed.
Power changes. Locomotives are changed for refueling, service or at borders.
Locomotive power is added or dropped because of changes in grade or train
size.
Crossings. When trains meet, one train must go into a loop siding so the other
train can pass on the main line. Points (switches) must be lined both ahead and
behind the train to allow it to take the siding. Trains are sometimes too long for
a siding, creating additional delay. Controllers (Dispatchers) direct how and
where two trains will meet. While a good meet may take 45 minutes,
considerable additional delay may be incurred at a poorly planned meet.
Wagon Inspections. Trains must be inspected for possible defects that have
developed en route (bad orders) to the railway wagons. In the SADCC region,
friction (brass) bearings are still used, suggesting inspection should occur about
every 800 kilometers. Wagons equipped with roller bearings could go 1500
kilometers before inspection.
Trains are also inspected for "responsibility" when one railway accepts wagons
from another in interchange, usually at a national border. If the receiving carrier
accepts a wagon, it assumes responsibility for pre-existing damage.
A mechanical or responsibility visual inspection done by walking the train usually
takes about an hour. The real delays occur when a wagon in need of repair (bad
order) car is found and the train must be broken up to remove the wagon from
the train. The result could be a wagon stranded for days.
Significant unnecessary delay also occurs when each railway does independent
inspections on opposite sides of a border. Joint inspections should be done by
both railways.
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Caution Orders. Caution orders are "go slow" orders issues when a temporary
track condition reduces the safe speed to less than the speed identified in the
timetable schedule. Caution orders in the region are often of long duration due
to lack of repair and proper maintenance.

4.1.3 Need to Improve Rolling Stock Utilization
Train operations are affected by the availability of existing locomotives and wagons to
make up trains. One measure of the efficiency of train operations is the utilization rate
for available locomotive and oil ier rol!ing stock mGasured in ton/km/day. These rates
are quite low for many of the SADCC railways.
The team found that, on some systems, locomotives seemed to spend excessive time
in workshops. Maintenance often seems to be done on a scheduled time basis rather
than a use basis. Some maintenance programs were too frequent, while basic testing
of motor oil for metals iq left undone. Some of the excessive shop time may be a means
of keeping the workshops busy and labor doing :omething.
Despite the excess time spent in workshops, rolling stock seems to be poorly
maintained. There is significant room for improvement in the quality and timeliness of
maintenance practices. Consideration should be given to privatizing workshops and
contracting out maintenance.
4.1.4 Need to Improve Permanent Way
Poor track conditions in the SADCC region are usually due to poor maintenance rather
than track design configuration and layout. Points (switches) are a high maintenance
item. The condition of points in the region is a major problem. Faulty points can cause
derailments and are managed through the use of caution orders.
4.1.5 Status of Train Control Methods
When several trains are on a single rail line at the same time, some means must be
provided to keep them from running into each other. Train schedules are one of the
oldest and simplest methods. Other trains take siding until the scheduled train has
passed. Time schedules require limited communication and train control.
When trains maintain the schedule, a train schedule is very effective. When schedules
slip, however, delay increases rapidly. The train on the siding must wait for the
scheduled train to pass, however long it takes, because it has no other way of knowing
the location of the other train(s).
Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) dispatching and signaling is a more advanced control
method. When it works well it increases line capacity by allowing more trains to use the
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line at the same time. Communication between the train and the dispatcher reduces the
siding time associated with the less sophisticated train scheduling system.
CTC systems, however, require a much higher level of maintenance and are dependent
on high quality communication. The team found that, in several cases, this maintenance
was not being done or that the communication was faulty. When this happens, a CTC
system causes more delay than the simpler train schedule system because there is no
sure way of knowing the whereabouts of all trains on the system.
Controllers (Dispatchers) who control train movements appear familiar with the
technology and operating rules. They are, however, much less familiar with the proper
methods for arranging train meets. Poor meets cause unnecessay delay.
Training and work shops for dispatchers conducted by experienced dispatchers familiar
with the local dispatching methods would improve this situation.
4.1.6 Poor Rules Enforcement
Operating rules are the rules that govern the movement of trains and maintain safe
working practices. The primary -bjective of operating rules is safety. Poorly designed
operating rules or lax enforcen-aent of operating rules can be a significant cause of
derailments, collisions and delay. The team noticed, for example, that speed limits were
not strictly enforced on some railways. In other cases, points were not properly set and
locked. Training and workshops for drivers and middle managers are needed.
4.1.7 Need to Improve Train Make-Up
The greatest efficiency is achieved by minimizing the stops a wagon makes while under
load. To achieve this, all wagons for a particular dostination should be blocked together
on the train to reduce the number of times the trains going past a station must stop.
The minimum number of trains should stop and shunt out the wagons at their
destination. Wagons at one end of the train should contain freight for the first station
stop (block 1) and be in station (block) order for the train.
The team noticed that although most railways claimed to block their trains, in practice,
many trains were not blocked. Important opportunities to improve the making up and
blocking of trains apparently are being missed.
Making up of trains should be done in yards with an adequate number of sidings. There
appears to be excellent shunting capacity on all of the railways. At shunting terminals,
every opportunity should be taken to perform all other activities that might require later
train stops. These include crew changes, power changes, rolling stock inspections and
so forth.
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4.1.8 Current Status of Intorchanges
The SADCC region railways -- the four that are the focus of this report plus the others
in Angola, Mozambique, and Swaziland -- currently do not operate with a common,
uniform interchange agreement. Rather all the pairs of railways that connect directly with
one another are governed by bilateral interchange agreements. The SADCC carriers that
interchange directly with the South African Spoornet system likewise have bilaterals with
that carrier.
These agreem,'nts are not uniform. The 1992 SATCC Study of Interch -nqe Rules for
Roil Operations in the SADCC Region undertook an examination - -,,? ie bilaterals to
deter nine the aspects of each which have been standardized to date. Attached as
ApIp i idix C is a comparison of these agreements by their various components. Of the
41 individual components listed, 14 constitute elements of Interchange Rules as defined
by the existing rules used in other parts of the world.
The STIPA report was concerned that this lack of uniform interchange agreements at
borders might be a cause of train delay. This does not necessarily appear to be the
case, but the Study Team concluded the adoption of a uniform set of rules and practices
could improve the movement through any given corridor. Such uniformity would serve
to increase coordination between railways and streamline procedures for maintenance
and repairs, and the calculation of wagon hire charges and billings.
4.1.9 Summary
Based upon the current operating conditions and needs identified immediately above,
there need to be operating improvements on the SADCC region railways surveyed. The
Study Team has endeavored below to list their recommended improvements. The
benefits to be derived from effecting these improvements -- suggested in the most part
to reduce train delays and increase both efficiency and productivity -- will be outlined in
the following Chapter 5.0, Benefit Analysis.
Rather than setting forth several distinct alternative operating plans, the Team's approach
is to consider a;I the improvements as :ritegral. In Chapter 6.0, Recommendations and
Implementation, there will be further discussion on the need for such an approach.
4.2 Locomotive Improvements
4.2.1 Usage
Running tandem locomotives on most goods trains is recommended. Train sizes could
thereby be increased. Although complete doubling is not feasible, average train size
could approach 2200 tons.
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By doubling the size of enough trains, the number of opposing meets will be reduced
to half the current level. This will improve the running time by eliminating the stop to
take the siding and the wait for an opposing train. The doubling of the number of
locomotives with less than a doubling of the train size will also increase the train speed
and reduce the transit time. It will reduce the time between loops for passing another
train, if the current number of loops is retained. While this operational scenario holds
potential for Zambia Railways and others, a technical evaluation, called a simulation,
should be developed to determine if it can be managed with the current locomotive fleet.
The use of tandem locomotive trains also provides some protection of a line blockage
caused by a locomotive failure on the mainline. By having two locomotives, the train
could proceed to the next loop to clear, either in two pieces or as the whole train.
Locomotives currently fail on the mainline on about ten percent of the trains operated.
In all possible cases, locomotive utilization should be maximized. There exist situations
where locomotives are sitting idle for extended periods when they could be being used
in other service. For example, on ZRL at Lusaka two shunting locomotives operate on
the day shift. At night there is only one engine and crew working. The use of the
second locomotive at night at Kabwe or Kafue to deliver and gather wagons between
these yards would reduce the number of wagons needing to be moved the following
day. While this may require union agreement to place a train job on at Lusaka, the
opportunity to make better use of the locomotive fleet is available. It is likely that there
may be other opportunities like this one. The analysis of the operation of locomotives
on an around-the-clock basis should be undertaken. As a base line, locomotives should
be utilized in train or shunting services 20 hours per day (83.3 percent) with 90 percent
of the available fleet.
4.2.2 Reduce Excess Locomotive Idling
The Study Team observed frequent instances of long term idling of stationary
locomotives. This is presumably because the crews wish to avoid the trouble of
restarting the locomotives.
Historically, steam engines could not be shut down, and this tradition of continuous
running has been carried over to the diesel engines. This practice is extremely wasteful
of fuel. Any time the temperature is above freezing and a locomotive is not going to be
used within 20 minutes, if it ', 'ocated at a terminal or other location where starting
assistance would be availabl:., it should be shut down to avoid unnecessary fuel
consumption. Idling fuel consumption for these types of locomotives would be
approximately 24 liters/hour assuming the engines are well maintained.
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4.2.3 Maintenance
Current locomotive maintenance practices could be improved. For example, on ZRL
these practices include trip servicing which is currently based on having travelled about
1500 km. This covers the fueling, sanding, and a check of fluid levels -nd brakes. The
current practice of a 1500 km check is probably a second trip to the service area in 1500
km, the first being for fuel only. This pattern of servicing may be more efficient if
combined with fueling at 80 percent of the tank capacity. This translates to about a one
third reduction in distance ((5000 liters/125 Itr/hr) x (30 km/hr) = 1200 kin). For mainline
locomotives this would translate as operating to Kabwe to Livingstone and back without
additional fuel or service. If this proves to consume more fuel than the tanks hold, a
Kafue main line fueling of 1000 liters can be added in one direction. The effort is to
keep locomotives on trains and not delay their availability for work by being in service
facilities.
A second area of opportunity in locomotive availability is the development of a contract
with the workshop organization for the annual work done on the locomotive. This should
include a specification of work based on reasonable worldwide annual maintenance
practices. This would include a cleaning and certification of the braking systems, the
replacement of components that are worn out, and preventive maintenance. The
replacement of major systems and components should be done at minimum ten year
intervals during an overhaul, not during annual maintenance. Those components that
have reached wear limits consistent with worldwide practice should, however, be
replaced.
The second opportunity in the work done by the workshops is to establish a specific
start date and time for the completion of the work. The budget of the workshop should
be based on the number of annual maintenances or heavier work that is planned to be
done for the railway. The annual maintenances should be budgeted to the world
practice level only. In addition, there should be some additional workshop time available
to repair wreck damage funded by the railway. This budget should be specific in the
number of days of locomotive rental allotted for each annual inspection. Based on the
work description of world practice in annual maintenance, a locomotive should have
about three days of rental budgeted. Any additional days required by the workshops to
complete their work would be accountable by the workshop to the railway at the rental
rate the railway pays to obtain a replacement. Currently, the only source is Spoornet at
a rate of Rands 2876 per day. Conversely, the railway would be accountable for the time
and pay of the workshop employees planned to maintain a locomotive that the railway
did not deliver when scheduled. In this way, each part of the organization can be
motivated to be both punctual and accountable.
While these examples were developed around the current situation on Zambia Railways,
the problem is present to a greater or lesser degree on each railway the Study Team
visited. The other railways of the region are also likely to have similar problems. The
effort to develop accountable relationships with a workshop organization that is
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independent of the General Manager of the railway is critical to the development of
consistent financial and performance goals for each railway and the region.
4.3 Wagon Inspection
Current practice as wagons pass in interchange from one railway to another is for both
to inspect the wagons for damage. These inspections are done separately on the
inspecting railway's property. There is a double cost of having inspection stations on
each side of a border, rather than jointly conducting the inspection at the larger of the
two marshalling yards. Assuming the walking inspection takes one hour and the train
requires another hour to take the siding, the second inspection causes a del.y of two
hours per train.
There are additional costs for double inspectors and facilities. Then ihwagons are taken
out of service in a second inspection after passing inspection at the first station, still
further costs are incurred.
The optimum situation is to have the wagons inspected only once as they are
interchanged between raiways, with the findings being accepted by both. Further
discussion will be found in the subsequent section regarding Interchange Rules and
Agreements.
4.4 Permanent Way and Signaling
4.4.1 Reduce Caution (Slow) Orders by implementing two programs:
1.

Eliminate short crossing loops in situations where capacity is not
severely affected. This will reduce the number of 35 km/h caution orders
due to facing points, and make spares available to maintain points at the
remaining loops.

Phase 1 - No Cost: Remove one set of points at each short loop,
alternating the direction at each successive loop, converting these loops to bad
order set out spurs. This will eliminate half of the existing 35 km/h facing point
slow orders at short crossing loops, without reducing the number of sidings for
bad order cars. This activity would not require any materials or equipment, only
labor. Since SADCC railways have an excess of labor, there would therefore be
no economic or financial cost involved.
Phase 2 - Low Cost: Remove the remaining points and loop track at the
short loops, and use these to construct bad order set out spurs at the long
crossings. This would further eliminate slow orders for facing points, and also
reduce the possibility of a long passing loop being blocked with a bad order car.
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2.

Improve Track Maintenance. The bulk of caution orders are a result of
poor track condition. The Study Team observed the following conditions
at a crossing:
-

angle or joint bars with multiple bolts missing
multiple missing fasteners in the area of switches
poor point maintenance, resulting in worn, broken and gaped points

4.4.2 Reduce Number of Crossing Loops
The elimination of some number of loops should be considered as a means of improving
the ability to maintain the CTC and RETBS systems. The inability to secure parts can
be temporarily cured through the removal of lightly used loops and making the parts
available. This would also reduce the future maintenanco requirement and lessen
foreign exchange costs for parts. In addition, the removal of intermediate signals may
further reduce the costs of keeping up Lhis system. This planning for this improvement
should include an evaluation of the current and expected traffic levels. The ietention of
capacity that cannot be maintained in full working ordei is both expensive and creates
unneeded delays that further increase costs.
4.4.3 Improve Maintenance ot Communications Equipment
Communications systems in the region are prone to repeated failures, Oftc, causing a
total loss of communications. For example, on BR when the driver has authority to
proceed, he is supposed to hear an audible sound to remind him to press the override
button. In the cases observed by the Study Team, the sound was not heard, causing
unnecessary train delay.
The most efficient and effective solution to the problems of communications and train
control would be to institute intensified maintenance of the existing systems rather than
invest in new technology.
4.5 Rolling Stock Information System
The need to improve the utilization of railway rolling stock was underscored by the
SADCC Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA) study undertaken by
USAID in 1991. It concluded: "Rail wagons are poorly managed because of lack of
intormation on the location and status of the wagons. This is because there is nc
system that provides this information to railway management."
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Since a timely flow of correct information is central to improved operations, the wagon
management system element of the STEP project (fully detailed in the 1992 USAI D report
entitled A Technical Feasibility Study of a Rolling Stock Information and Manag ement
System for SADCC Railways) should be implemented on an accelerated basis if at all
possible.
Facsimile machines could be purchased for all major stations as a temporary measure
until the wagon management system can be implemented. Wagon tracking would be
done using night faxes.
4.6 Operating Practices
4.6.1 Improved Dispatching Techniques
Dispatchers need training and technical assistance to learn how to reduce the time
necessary for train meets. The training and technical assistance would also assist the
dispatchers in developing the process of advance planning.
Station-master should not be allowed to override the decisions of controllers concerning
train movements and stops. This defeats most of the advantage of central dispatching
as opposed to train schedules.
4.6.2 Control Redundancy
In many situations, there is redundant train control with both centralized dispatching
systems like CTC or RETBS and a timetable in effect. Usually trains do not maintain
timetable schedules while train crews do report for duty according to these schedules,
causing excessive crew costs while personnel await their assigned train. That is, they
are on duty but are riot actually moving a train.
Eliminating these redundant timetables and putting crews on an as-needed basis, called
to work shortly before a known departure time, would reduce these excessive costs.
4.6.3 Rules Compliance and Training
Middle managers in train operations activities are generally of the same age and
seniority as the personnel serving under them, and have no training in management.
This, coupled with the overall lax work culture of SADCC railways, leads to a situation
in which operating rules are poorly enforced, which leads, in turn, to excessive train
delays and accidents. An example of this is the failure of personnel to properly reset
and lock points at crossing loops to the mainline position, and the lack of correcAive
action by management. Another example observed by the team was a passenger train
operating at 120 km/h while two BR managers were in the cab, when the system-wide
maximum permissible speed is 90 km/h. The fact that the managers took no exception
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to the excessive speed leads to the conclusion that non-compliance with speed limits
is almost encouraged.
The problem is not one of inadequate training for operating personnel. The Team met
and talked to several drivers, assistant drivers and guards who gave evidence of an
adequate knowledge and level of technical training.
It is a maxim of railroad operations that you cannot have a human factor-caused
accident which is not ciused by a failure to strictly comply with operating rules.
Because of the factors described in the paragraph above, there is a systematic lack of
enforcement of operating rules.
Although operating staff appear to have been trained in, and are familiar with, operating
iules, their training needs to be complemented by:
Step 1 - Supplementary Training in Operation Rules
This training instills in operating personnel not only th-1 contont of the operating
rules, but also the reasons behind each rule, and the operational and safety
consequences which could occur in the event of non-compliance.
Step 2 - Implementation of Efficiency Testing
In order to achieve rule compliance, continuous "efficiency testing" is required that
monitors compliance with operating rules, coupled with an effective program of
disciplinary measures for non-compliance.
Step 3 - Management Training for Middle Managers
Most middle managers have received some technical training in the field directly
related to their jobs, but have not been trained nor gained sufficient experience
in the generic skills of supervision and management. BR should carry out a
supplementary training program which would provide these general supervisory
skills, and also give these middle managers the skills and confidence needed to
overcome the problems of supervising and disciplining their peers.
4.6.4 Train Composition
Yard masters need training to increase the efficient use of wagons. Empties need to be
returned and better blocking is necessary for increased efficiency. Technical assistance
is needed.
Standing rules for handling empty wagons need to be developed and enforced. Yard
masters should have - list of all empties and be required to return empties that do not
have a load schedulec.
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4.6.5 Modified Crossing Rule
To help eliminate delay, the Team suggests adoption of a new crossing (meet) rule
whereby the first train to arrive at the crossing location (Train 1) stops and lines himself
into the loop. If no opposing train is seen or heard approaching, the guard of Train 1
would remain at the points to do a visual rolling inspection from one side as the train
enters the loop. When the train is in the clear, he realigns and locks the points for the
mainline. Then he walks to the head end of the train on the opposite side, making an
inspection en route. He ensures the departure points from the loop are aligned properly
and !ocked. When Train 2 arrives, he would flag it down if an unsafe condition is
observed. Absent that, Train 2 proceeds by the points without stopping as the guard
from Train 1 does a roll-by inspection.
Train l's guard then lines the departure points for his train to enter the main. After
authority to proceed into the next section has been received, Train 1 leaves the loop and
stops. The guard lines and locks the points for the mainline, and then returns to the
head end. Train 1 then departs.
The advantage to this modification (first in, last out vs. specific timetable-imposed
priorities by train type and direction) is to halve any delays imposed by the current rule's
requirement that both trains make a complete stop when they meet. By allowing the
guard from one train to do the visual inspection of both, Train 2 is relieved of its
obligation to stop.
4.7 Run-Through Opportunities
4.7.1 Botswana Railways
The cUrrent methods of train operations within and across BR's mainline imposes
substantial artificially induced and unnecessary delays and costs due to repetitive
changes of crew and power, and by duplicate inspections and unnecessary stops at
stations near the two borders.
Several innovations are available which could lead to substantial economies if
implemented. These include:
Land Bridge Service - This would involve the joint operation of all transit trains
by SATS and/or NRZ operating with their own equipment and crews over BR
territory, using cabooses for crews. BR would charge a toll for use of its track,
and would provide logistic support to the foreign carriers on a contract basis if
requested. BR would maintain the permanent way, operate its train control
system, and continue to provide import, export, and local goods and passenger
service.
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Cooperative or Joint Inspections - The existing redundant inspections at
Mafeking/Rakhuna and Francistown/Plumtree/Bulawayo would be consolidated
so that the cross border trains are inspected only once at a normal stop.
Cross Border Run-Through - This would involve eliminating the border stops at
Rakhuna and/or Plumtree, and running trains through between Mafeking-Lobatse
and Francistown-Bulawayo. These cross border trains could be operated by one
railroad, or by some cooperative arrangement. A typical cooperative arrangement
would be for the two railroads to operate the through train on alternative years or
at alternate multi-year intervals.
Domestic Run-Through - Perhaps the greatest potential for improvement would
be to implement run-through trains within the BR's own territory, reducing the
number of crew changes and intermediate inspections.
Given the diplomatic impasse between Boputhatswana and Botswana, it will not be
possible to pursue cross border operations with SATS in the short term. On the other
hand, both NRZ and BR would greatly benefit if BR were to operate its trains all the way
to Bulawayo, closing down the Plumtree station altogether. The two railroads could
agree to conduct joint or simultaneous inspections at either Francistown or Bulawayo to
eliminate unnecessary delays. Within BR's territory, BR would then operate its trains with
crews based in Lobatse and Francistown, where they are based now.
4.7.2 National Railways of Zimbabwe
There are a number of opportunities for improving transportation service through the use
of certain types of run-through trains. Station stops for changing locomotives and
making inspections can be eliminated. Eliminating crew changes across international
borders has less chance of success but it is also less likely to produce benefits.
The following are candidates for run-through operations:
1.

The Botswana Railway border stop at Rakhuna might be eliminated by running
trains through between Mafeking and Lobatse.

2.

The station stop at Plumtree could be eliminated by a run-through operation
between Francistown and Bulawayo.

4.7.3 TAZARA/Zambia Railways
Zambia Railways provides a short haul for TAZARA-bound copper and imports from Dar
es Salaam. The traffic is currently exchanged at NKM, the terminal at the end of the
TAZARA line. Here it is jointly inspected for defects by a mixed team of wagon
examiners. The station-master's staff from each railway are in adjacent offices were they
can freely discuss and correct any problems with the wagons or their documents.
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Because Kapiri Mposhi (ZR) is not a terminal, but rather a midpoint between Kabwe and
Ndola, congestion does arise if Zambia Railways does not promptly pick up the wagons
delivered by TAZARA. In recognition of Zambia Railways' problems, TAZARA classifies
the delivery to ZR into a separate track.
There is an opportunity to extend this accommodation by moving the interchange point
from NKM to Ndola and Kabwe with TAZARA crews and locomotives operating through
to these terminals on Zambia Rail. This would improve the transit time of wagons
operated to these points, but it may not improve the total wagon transit time to
destination. The delay of ZR providing train service to NKM would be shifted to TAZARA,
and like ZR, TAZARA will have times when they have locomotives or crews to operate
to Ndola. This would only shift the delay to TAZARA's account. The TAZARA service
could include access to a rail-to-truck transfer facility of the type TAZARA is proposing
a+ NKM. This extension of service could improve the performance of the Dar es Salaam
route by the elimination of an examination and shunt of the wagons if the TAZARA train
operates through NKM. The extension would deprive Zambia Railways of tariff income
and reduce revenue to only a trackage fee for the TAZARA operation. This would
aggravate the tariff imbalance that Zambia Rail already sees in this competitive traffic.
A balance may be achievable by allowing Zambia Railways to operate a caboose train
daily from NKM all the way to Dar es Salaam. This would involve two crews alternating
their on-duty and rest time in continuous operation. An accommodation carriage (a
caboose) would operate behind the engines to provide for both crews. To be consistent
with the limited access TAZARA would have at Ndola and Kabwe, Zambia Rail would
probably be limited to one destination, ZamCargo being the logical terminal. In this way
each railway could operate from an effective origin to an effective destination. In
addition, the introduction of competition on the route in both service and price is likely
to stimulate potential users to re-evaluate the use of the route. The exposure of the port
at Dar es Salaam and the truck gathering in Zambia would be a constraint, but each is
more manageable than the current crossed positions of the two railways.
The opportunity for run-through trains and the elimination of inspections on TAZARA is
probably limited to the maize movement or the container trains moved over the entire
line. Based on the schedules, a major re-dispatching effort would be needed if a train
is operated on a schedule. If maize is run-through the shunting and inspection locations
it will soon be ahead of schedule. Because the schedule is the method of train control,
trains cannot run ahead of schedule unless great care is taken. If the schedules were
eliminated, or restructured, and the control system shifted to train orders, the train would
operate without waiting for departure time in a pre-printed schedule, but rather advance
based on the controller's judgment and planning. The potential is to reduce the transit
time by as much as 24 hours over the line.
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4.8 Suggested Interchange Rules and Agreements
These uniform rules should, as a minimum, contain the main elements which typically
comprise a normal system of interchange rules as used in other parts of the world. The
parts of the present bilateral working agreements between the connecting railway pairs
which have been standardized should be further harmonized and used as a first step in
developing a common system of rules. Establishment of the rules would be a function
of the often discusswd and recommended Association of SADCC Railways.
As a corollary to new interchange rules, the Study Team woula recommend agreements
which would allow inspections, crew changes and other services to be performed at
major stations inside the border rather than at the border itself. Rather than stopping
at Rakhuna and Plumtree, for example, trains could run through to Mafeking and
Bulawayo. Further, the Team would recommend agreements allowing joint mechanical
inspections to reduce any delay attributable to double inspections, i.e. one on each side
of a border.
Attached as Appendix D is Chapter 7, Recommendations, from the SATCC Study of
Interchange Rules. This is beirg done to endorse the recommendations as well as to
add a greater level of detail to this Report.
4.9 Elimination of Passenger Train Service
The Study Team rode a passenger train in Botswana (201 km between Gaborone and
Mahalapye) that was representative of others in the SADCC region. The train consist
was one locomotive, power car and five coaches. It carried 67 passengers at an
average fare of 18 pula (US$9).
This passenger load could be transported in two road coaches the same distance in less
time (2 hours at the legal highway speed limit vs. 5 hours by train) at a lower fare level.
To eliminate passenger trains would both reduce the railways' operating expenses, and
do away with the train crossings (meets) between passenger and freight trains, thus
reducing potential delay to the latter.
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Chapter 5.0
BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The study team's evaluation of the projected benefits concluded that the most significant
benefits would be reflected in service improvements which would lead to reduced wagon
hire charges to Spoornet and, more importantly, increased net revenue resulting from
regaining lost traffic. The increased traffic would result from perceptions from transport
users that the region's railways can provide reliable service. For the past decade, these
perceptions of shippers have been negative and have resulted in dramatic declines in
rail market share.
Within this section, several benefits are identified which could be achieved through
implementation of the improved railway operating procedures. It should be emphasized
that while some of the benefits can be linked to specific operational improvements (i.e.,
fuel savings from reduced locomotive idling), others can be achieved only by
implementing all the suggested operation changes.
There are three major categories of benefits associated with the improved train
operations:
1.

Fuel saved by reduced idling of locomotives;

2.

Reduced wagon hire payments to Spoornet resulting from time savings of train
operations; and

3.

Increased net revenue to the regicn's rail systems due to improved service quality
brought about by improved reliability of rail service.

Each of these benefits is more fully described in the following.
5.1

Fuel Saved by Reduced Idling of Locomotives

The study team found frequent instances of long term idling of locomotives. This
practice, which dates from the time when steam locomotives were used, is extremely
wasteful of fuel. The practice followed by most North American railways (as well as
railways in other developing countries) is to shut down any standing locomotive at a
terminal or other location where starting assistance is available, provided the outside
temperature is above freezing. The threshold of time for which the decision to shut
down is made varies among railways, but for the purpose of this evaluation it is
estimated to be 20 minutes. It is also strongly advised that as a back up measure for
restarting, all locomotive batteries be fully charged before such shut down practices are
initiated.
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The calculation for estimated savings in fuel are shown in Table 5.1. This example was
taken from the Botswana Railways, but the costs are representative of locomotive fuel
consumption rates for most SADCC countries.
Table 5.1

Locomotive Idling Fuel Savings

Element

Units/Cost

Number of active locos per day
Excess idling hours/day/oco
Idling consumption rate
Excess fuel consumption:
liters per day
liters per fleet day
liters per fleet year
Fuel cost per liter (US$)
Total annual savings

40 units
4 hours
24 liters per hour
96 liters
3,840 liters
1,401.6 liters
$.28
$ 388,135

Based on the informat'ion shown in Table 5.1, the cost savings per unit are $ 9 707 per
year per unit. For the entire region, this average savings per unit is applied to the total
available units, which are candidates for idling savings. Table 5.2 shows the calculation
of total available units for major SADCC railway systems.
Table 5.2
Railway

Available Diesel Units
Units Owned

Botswana
41
Tazara
86
Zambia
68
Zimbabwe
287
Mozambique
97
total
source: b I IPA report; this report Appendix B

Availability

Available Units

65%
60%
58%
60%
60%

27
52
39
172
58
348

Based on information shown in Table 5.2, there are 348 available locomotives on the
railways indicated. However, as some units will be in operation, not all of these units are
candidates for idling savings. It is estimated that 50% of the available units would benefit
from the shut down proposal. This means that the total benefits from reduction of
locomotive idling is $ 1.689 million ($9,709 savings per unit for 174 units).
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5.2

Reduced Spoornet Wagon Hire

Spoornet owns the vast majority of freight wagons moved over the region's international
borders. One of the benefits of improved train operations is faster wagon movement
across each railway system with proportionally reduced wagon hire payments for
Spoornet units.
In an earlier USAID study for a rolling stock information and management system
(February, 1992), it was found that the SADCC railways pay nearly US $ 44.0 million in
wagon hire payments to Spoornet during the course of one year (1990 average
payments). The chapter from the rolling stock study which shows benefit calculations
is reproduced in Appendix E of this report. If the region's rail systems were operated
more efficiently, with faster and more reliable railway service, a significant amount of
these wagon hire payments could be reduced. Successful implementation of the
operations improvements included in tiis report would greatly contribute towards these
efficiencies.
In the USAID rolling stock study it was estimated that 10 percent of the hire charges for
Spoornet wagons could be reduced with an efficient wagon information and
management system. For the purpose of evaluating potential benefits of improved train
operations, it has been conservatively estimated that only a 1 percent savings in
Spoornet wagon hire charges would be achieved. This amounts to $ .44 million savings
per year.
These savings are considered to be conservative, as not all wagons operating in the
region belong to Spoornet and hire of locomotives is not considered.
5.3

Increased Net Revenue

The modal shifts which took place during the 1980's have reduced the railways' share
of the regional transport market from 85% to 32% (1981 to 1990). While the security
situation in some areas (i.e., Mozambique and Angola) have been contributing factors,
low service quality offered by most of the region's railways is also an important factor.
A recent survey of cross border road traffic at major border posts in South Africa showed
a dramatic loss of rail traffic to road. These north-south movements to and from South
Africa are not affected by the security situation in Mozambique but they do reflect the low
levels of efficiency of the region's rai. systems.
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This modal shift is a direct result of shippers' attitudes towards service levels expected.
Many shippers have complained of slow and erratic delivery times for their goods when
rail service is used. This is especially critical for shipments destined for regional ports
to meet a ship arrival. Several bad experiences in using rail by some major shippers
have prompted the use of more expensive road transport. Road transport has been
proven to be generally more reliable than rail, but at a much higher transport cost. Ifthe
railways could offer faster and more efficient service to customers in the region, this
serious loss of traffic could be arrested, with a modest amount of traffic growth.
The implementation of the operating improvements proposed in this report would greatly
assist the region's railways in improving their service levels. While not all of the potential
traffic increases could be attributed to operations improvements, their existence would
make rail transport more attractive to potential customers.
In the previously mentioned USAID rolling stock study, it was estimated that if the
railways were to move traffic at 1981 levels, an additional 5.5 million tons of traffic would
be moved each year. The net benefit of this additional traffic has been estimated by
applying the average revenue per ton and also considering marginal costs of moving this
traffic. The future revenue ;evels have been estimated in accordance with the World
Bank's Study of Financial Strategy of SADCC Transport Corridors, and the marginal
operating costs have also been taken from that publication. See Appendix E for details
of these calculations.
The calculation of benefits attributable to the rolling stock information system shows that
with a five percent increase in regional railway traffic, an annual net revenue increase of
$ 7.17 million would result. For the evaluation of the improved operations in this report,
it is consE vatively assumed that only a one percent improvement in net revenue would
be attributed to the improvements, or $ 1.434 million annually.
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6.0
RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION

The operating improvements recommended by the Study Team include the following:
- Establish run through trains, both within each country and across international
boundaries;
- Implement joint inspections at borders;
- Eliminate unnecessary idling of locomotives;
- Effect more efficient train crossing procedures and train dispatching;
- Institute stricter adherence to safety rules;
- Improve efficiency of train blocking practices; and
- Implement region-wide standardized interchange agreements.
Some of the recommended operating improvements described in this project can be
implemented immediately, without capital investment or extensive technical assistance
(i.e., shutting down of idling locomotives). The other recommendations regarding
operating run through trains, performing joint inspections at interchanges and other
operating practices, will require some capital investment and technical assistance to
insure success. However, one of the improvements suggested in Chapter 4.0, namely
the elimination of passenger train service to reduce operating costs and delays to goods
trains, will likely never be accomplished without a significant change in the political
atmospheres and national transportation policies of the various SADCC countries.
The Study Team recommends that a demonstration project be initiated in one country,
to demonstrate the practicality of run through trains, joint inspections and other improved
operating practices. Criteria for selecting the test railway -- and the selection itself -- are
best left to USAID in coordination with SADCC given the former's extensive involvement
with and knowledge of the carriers. The selection could well be linked to the
management restructuring efforts currently being fostered by USAID at some of the
region's railways.
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After this demonstration project (maximum of 2 years) the remainder of the countries in
the region will receive capital investment and technical assistance. The benefits which
are attributable to the investment will also be phased in over several years following the
completion of the project.
6.1

Cost of Implementation

The only recommended operation improvement which would require major capiial
expenditure is the proposal to operate run through trains. While specific requirements
are known only for Botswana, it is assumed that similar costs will have to be incurred
at other border locations. Technical assistance, however, will be required to monitor and
to assist in the successful implementation of most recommendations.
It has been estimated that $ 500,000 would have to be spent in signal and
telecommunications improvement to allow Spoornet to operate over the entire BR
system. In addition, an estimated 24 months of technical assistance would be necessary
to ensure successful implementation, which would bring the total to
$ 980,000. In order to estimate the total capital cost for the entire SADCC railway
network, it is assumed that each country would require $ 980,000 for the necessary
modifications and technical assistance. It is likely that 5 countries would be involved in
these improvements: Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique. This
would mean that a total potential investment of $ 4.9 million would be required for the
entire region.
6.2

Summary of Benefits

The summary of project benefits, which were described in section 5.0, is shown in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1

Benefit Summary (millions)

Benefit Category

Annual Benefits

Spoornet wagon hire
Net revenue increase
Reduce locomotive idling
total
source: Section 5.0 this report

$ .44
$1.434
$1.689
$ 3.563
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6.3

Analysis of Costs and Benefits

The costs and benefits have been evaluated over a 20 year period, beginning in,1993,
and an internal rate of return (IRR) calculated. The benefits which are attributable to the
investment cost of the project are the reduction of Spoornet wagon hire and increases
in net revenue. The fuel savings from reduced locomotive idling, while incorporated in
the scope of this project, are not directly attributable to this investment, and are not
taken as benefits in the IRR calculations.
The costs of the project include investments in signalling, communications and other
related elements to facilitate the run through trains and joint inspections at border points.
These costs are further divided into an initial demonstration project for a two year period,
followed by full implementation throughout the region.
Table 6.2 shows these costs and benefits for each year. As described in section 6.1, the
total cost of the demonstration would be $ .98 million composed of $ .5 million in capital
improvements and $ .48 million for technical assistance. After this initial two-year period,
the balance of the $ 4.9 million will be spent equally during the next No years ($ 3.92
million) at $ 1.96 million per year. The project will be fully implemented at the end of
1996.
The benefits of reduced wagon hire costs are projected to be realized in 1997, the year
after project completion. Benefits of increased traffic, expressed in net revenue
increases, will likely not materialize fully until several years after project implementation.
In order to recognize this, 50% of the benefits attributed to increased traffic are taken in
the years 1998, 1999 and the year 2000. Full benefits for increased traffic begin in 2001.
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Table 6.2

Year

Costs and Benefits - Train Operations Improvements
(millions of dollars)

Investment

Benefits
Wagon Hire

19)3
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Total Benefits

Net Revenue

.74
.24
1.96
1.96
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44
.44

Internal Rate o. Return

Net Benefits

.717
.717
.717
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434
1.434

.44
1.157
1.157
1.157
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1 874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874

-.74
-.24
-1.96
-1.96
.44
1.157
1.157
1.157
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.014
1.874
1.874
1.574
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874
1.874

21.3%

The rate of return for the project is 21.3%, which is an acceptable value. While the
calculation of benefits were based on very conservative assumptions, sensitivity tests
were performed, assuming increased costs of 20%, decreased benefits of 20% and a
"worst case" of costs increased by 20% and benefits decreased by 20%. Even in the
worst case scenario, the rate of return for the project is an acceptable 15.0%, as shown
in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3

Sensitivity Tests on IRR

Scenario

IRR

Base Case
Costs + 20%
Benefits - 20%
costs + 20%; benefits - 20%

21.3%
18.3%
17.7%
15.0%
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After full implementation of the project, the total annual benefits will be $ 1.874 million,
plus the fuel savings of $ 1.689 million, for a total of 3.563 million.
With the rate of return of the investment of 21.3%, considering only the wagon hire and
net revenue savings, and the 'Worst case" sensitivity test showing a rate of return of 15%,
it can be concluded that the project is worthwhile and would make a positive
contribution towards improving the railway operations efficiency of southern Africa.
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Appendix B
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF RAILWAYS SURVEYED
BR

TAZARA

ZRL

NRZ

Km of mainline

640

1,859

848

2,759
(Inc. branch)

Km of

247

N/A

615

N/A

Ruling grade

1.80%

2.00%

1.25%

1.25%

Train control

RETBS

Timetable/train
order

CTC/RT

N/A

Number of
crossing loops

60

100

60+

N/A

Annual tonnage
(000 omitted)

2,223

1,012

3,330

14,281

41 diesel

86 diesel

68 diesel

287 diesel
30 electric
94 steam

60-70%

60%

N/A

N/A

Wagons owned
(see note)

1,000

2,300

6,878

12,967

Coaches
owned

N/A

N/A

N/A

320

Average
wagons per
train

45

30

N/A

35

branchlines

Locomotives
owned
Availability

Average trains
per day

10 goods
6 passenger

8 goods
3 passenger

N/A

74 goods
10 passenger

Note: Wagons are predominately equipped with vacuum braking systems and journal
bearings. Most railways have indefinite plans to convert their fleets to roller bearings
and air brakes.
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TABLE 3.1
COMPARISON OF PRESENT BILATERAL INTERCHANGE
AGREEMENTS
An Element

ponents
A reme nt Com

of
I tueichange

Cnstitutes

CMCMSORE

Rules

TAZARA

NRZ

SNCZ

General Principlcs Governing Cost Recovery
Forwarding of Through Traffic

Use and Working of Goods Vehicles

I

a

a

Other Vehicles. Equip. & Locomotives
on

x•

Through Working
DAtr4gc & Rcp.Ai to Vehicles
on Non-

•

a

a

Chains
Rebate of ie Charzges on Rolling
Stock
Damaged or Rcpdauc on Foreign Lines
Interchange of Vehicles,
Tups, Chains &

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Othcr
Accounting Arrangements & Documentation

x

a

a

a

a

a

•

ta

a
a

- a

?

a

•

•

•

•

•

Costs Chargeblc for Services Rendwed or
Facilities Pc-.idcd by One Admin. to the

Non Traffic Claims . Relief of

SR

SPOORNET|I

a

x

X

a

•

a

a

X.

a

a

a

Reciprocal Services

i

(28916, Incrchange Rulcs)
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SOURCE: Study of Interchange Rules for Rail Operations
In the SADCC Region, Draft Final Report.

Prepared by SLI Consultants for CTTSG/CIDA, SATCC Project No. AAA.2.09,
April, 1992.

,C,

MR

CF

1

a

•

a

Traffic Claims & Disbursements

a

at

a

Books. Accounts etc. Open for Inspection

SPOORNET

a

•

a

Hire Cuges

lit
1

x

a

Owning Lines
Use & Wring of TrAffi Tarpaulins
&

a

x

a

Loan
Examination & Main. of Vehicles Used in

SPOORNET

a

90

T

SPOORNE

CFM

CFM

CFM

NRZ

NRZ

NRZ

ZRL

ZRL

ZRL

ZRL

is

>

"o
(D

Agcemcnt Components

nCrtitm:en ZRL

-

ZRL

RL

NRZ

Rule

TAZARA

SNCZ

NRZ
x

Regulation & Advising of Through Traffic

x

a

Joint Matters at Border Stations

x

x

Frontier SLaion Working

x

Paynnt Basis for Through Traffic

x

Point of Interchange

a

SPOORNET

OR

Arbitration
Force Majeure
Consultation

JCFM

CFM

SPOORNET

CFM

MR

SR

SPOORNFT

I

x

I

I

x

x

I

x

x

x

x
xaa

a

a

a

x

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

x

aaa
x

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

Revision of Chu rs

(28916. Interchange Rules)

SPOORNET

x

Tcleonusnications Facilities
Rebate of Hue Charges onjoliing Stock.
Tarps & ChAins Dela)ed Due to Inhiability of
Inrrniediast or Drstination Ry.to'Effect
Clearance
Termination. Revision or Modification

CFM

\"

Working of Border Sctions

Accidents & Respon.ibility at Point of
Interchange
Maintenance of Track, Signalling and

NRZ

fNRZ

of•
[nitexchange

a

a

a

x
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Report.

Prepared by SLI Consultants for CTrSG/CIDA, SATCC Project No. AAA.2.09, April, 1992.
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"
(D
0.

0

An Element
of
Interchange
Rules
Servicing of Vacuum Cylinders and

TAZARA

NRZ

x

SNCZ

J

POORNET

BR

SPOORNET

CFM

MR

SR
a

Repacking & Lubrication of Axle Boxes
Tiansfer of StAff
Fair Wear & Tea Ma nenance
Rating Aringcenr:ts

x

x

x

x

xa

•

•

x

x

SPOORNET

UK
x

I
a

a

Scrvice Trains
Dunnage
Rectenun .4 Vcl.lcs ind
Equipment at
Special XctLuct uf Owning Line
Catnring on Passenger Tains
x

Clcaning & \V icnng P"sengct Vehicles

•

x

Special Suspense Account
x
Detcntion uf Lucomotives

(28916. Inlcrchangc Rules)
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SOURCE: Study of Interchange Rules for Rail Operations In the SADCC Region, Draft Final Report.
Prepared by SU Consultants for CTSG/CIDA. SATCC Project No. AAA.2.09,
April. 1992.
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Appendix D
7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section provides the conclusions and recommendations that have been developed in the
study. The first part outlines the conclusions that were reached while the second part outlines
a recommended course of action for the short, medium, .,,id long term that should be
implemented. The detailed implementation plan is described in Section 9.0.

7.1

Conclusions
The following conclusions were reached in this study. Although some of them have appeared
in previous sections of the report, they have been repea.cd here to allow the reader to review
them together.
Back2-ound to A Common System of Interchange Rules
.

The efficient interchange of wagons between the SADCC Railway Administrations is vital
to the economic well-being of the SADCC Region. Over 40 percent of the regional
railway traffic is interchanged between Administrations requiring the exchange of over
362,000 wagons annually.

-

Of the interchange rules used successfully elsewhere, the rules of the AAR are the most
suitable for adoption to the SADCC region. The AAR is managed by its' member
railways and its' standards for design and maintenance ofrolling stock which have evolved
over the years have been used in many parts of the world including the SADCC Region
and RSA.

-

The main elements which typically comprise a normal system of interchange rules as used
in other parts of the world are:
- Principles governing cost recovery for wagon hire and maintenance
-

Examination of wagons
Fair wear and tear maintenance
Damage and repair of wagons

-

Accounting and billing procedures and documentation

-

- Arbitration of disputes

- Standardization of equipment and component spare parts
-

Quality assurance.

Status of Interchange Rules on the SADCC Region
-

.

-

The concept of standardization of wagon components and specifications which the SADCC
Railway Administrations have implemented constitute the initial steps in establishing a
system of rules for the interchange of wagons.
The SADCC Railway Administrations have in place a number of bilateral agreements
covering the exchange and repair of foreign wagons. The majority of the present
agreements between the contiguous railways already cont-,ir ziements or procedures which
constitute some of the typical interchange rules.
Most of the clauses for each of the individug elements of the working agreements are
similar in nature with the exception of the clause prtaining to the billing of fair wear and
tear maintenance charges.

(28916. Interchange Rules)
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SOURCE: Study of Interchange Rules for Rail Operations In the SADCC Region, Draft Final Report.
Prepared by SLI Consultants for CTrP'3/CIDA, SATCC Project No. AAA.2.09, April, 1992.
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.

The objectives and agendas of the meetings of the SADCC Railway Administrations and
the Inter Railway Administrations pertaining to wagon interchange and maintenance
sometimes parallel and overlap occasionally resulting in a duplication of effort and
expenses by the two organizations.

-

The SADCC Railway Administrations and the Inter Railway Administrations do not have
a fuitime organization with staff to address all the necessary activities required to
coordinate and facilitate the efficient interchange of wagons between contiguous railways
on an on-going basis. Generally the present organizations take too long for decisions from
the policy makers to be implemented at the working level.

-

Since Spoomet are members of the Inter Railway Administrations they actively participate
with the SADCC Railway Administrations on technical issues related to wagon interchange
and standardization of equipment and maintenance practices.

Wagon Fleet
The SADCC Railway Administrations are-dependent upon the well maintained fleet of
Spoornet wagons to provide up to 35% of the total daily wagons in use in interchange
service on the regional railways.
Interchange and Inspection Procedures
-

All Administrations follow similar interchange procedures; however, advance information
concerning the status of trains, wagons and consignments is not always provided in a
formalized manner. Wagon inspection forms while not identical are designed to capture
the same relevant inspection data from each waigoi-o-ever, the lack of common
inspection standards and procedures, and the inconsistency in the quality of inspection
sometimes results in the needless rejection of wagons during inspections.

Spare Parts Supply and Standardization
.

-

-

The inability of some Administrations to stock critical small spare parts at specified
locations on the non-owning Administration causes delays to wagons waiting for small
spare parts. Shortages of foreign exchange or long lead times up to one year are limiting
factors to the purchase of spares.
The list of the standard items to be stocked for fair wear and tear is not realistic and
additional items should be added.
The current composition of the fleets is such that standardization is limited within each
Administration as well as between Administrations. The 1989 Rail Wagon Spare Parts
Standardization and Component Supply study stated that procurement of standard wagons
and parts would lead to standardization of regional fleets within 20 years, thus providing
total interchangeability of all components between Railway Administrations. This would
lead to elimination of the "special" spare parts holdings at interchange points and running

shops.

Lack of standardization occasionally results in duplicated effort for work such as wheel
replacement.

(28916, Interchange Rules)
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Wagon Repair
There are three different variations for the clause pertaining to the billing of fair wear an(
tear maintenance charges. On most Administratiors the owning railway is responsible fo
the cost of repairs. However, on two Administrations the non-owning railway i:
responsible while in the third instance the Administrations do rot bill for fair wear an(
tear maintenance.
-

The formulas for calculating fair wear and tear charges, and for compensation for damag(
to wagons are identical.
Generally the amount of fair wear and tear charges between Administrations is noi
significant. Most of the charges are incurred by the TAZARA, NRZ, ZRL and SNCZ.
Actual billing charges varied significantly for toth labour and material. Unit billing rates
differ between Administrations because of non-standardized repair procedures and varying
internal accounting practices. Different overheads on labour costs between Administrations
resulted in different billing rates for the same type of work.
In several cases material prices were based upon price catalogues which were considerably
out of date.

Maintenance Standards
-

The quality of material and workmanship in the SADCC Region are inconsistent. Some
pairs of Administrations have developed an element of trust regarding the quality of
inspection, maintenance and repairs. However, this trust does not exist between other pairs
of Administrations due to the quality of components used, workmanship, and theft of
valuable pans.

.

Condemning and scrapping limits on wheels and axles are inconsistent between the
different Administrations. Strict control of wagon components certified for use and
maintenance procedures are necessary.

Billing Procedures
.

-

The lack of automation of the billing functions necessitates the time consuming manual
input of data. With the present manual systems it is difficult to produce timely and error
free accounts. For this reason monthly wagon hire repcrting and billing is primarily
prepared by NRZ and Spoornet then reviewed by the other Administrations prior to
acceptance and payment.
Incomplete or poor data record keeping causes problems when Administrations try to
reconcile the accuracy of wagon accounts.

Wagon Hire
Wagon hire charges are based upon the conditions of agreement prescribed in cost
schedules between the owning and non-owning Administrations. The SADCC railways
are very dependent upon Spoornet for the supply of wagons for hire since over 85 percent
of the annual wagon hire charges incurred by the 9ADCC Railway Administrations are
paid to Spoomet.
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-

The calculation of the hire charges between the various Administrations are based upon
the same formula; however, some of the costs such as financing costs or wagon
maintenance costs may differ.

-

Administrations are not able to compute wagon hire days by wagon number nor calculate
wagon hire charges based upon the actual age of each individual wagon since a
computerized wagon tracking system is not in place.

.

The wagon hire rate is normally calculated in the currency of the owning Administration
with the exception of TAZARAJZRL, ZRL/SNCZ and CFM/Spoornet which are calculated
in USD's.

-

Most Administrations tend to adopt the same wagon hire rate as the rates with their
contiguous railways. When converted to USD's the daily hire rate for a goods wagon
varied from a low of 3.75 USD to a high of 18.29 USD. The one exception was SR who
charged CFM 30,63"USD.- n most cas-e-the-rate-differences can be attributed to
fluctuations in local currency rates or the age of the wagon with new wagons commanding
a substantially higher rate.

-

The escalating hire charges that Spoomet and some of the SADCC Railway
Administrations have implemented penalize non-owning Administrations for poor
turnaround performance on wagons under hire. The penaLy for exceeding the prescribed
'detention penods as proposed to -escalate over the next four years until the wagon has
reached the full replacement cost. This will substantially increase the foreign exchange
requirements to pay for wagon hire charges by some Administrations.

-

With the introduction of escalating hire charges the non-owning Administrations have
focused their efforts on monitoring wagon cycle times to ensure that foreign wagons do
not exceed the esttblished norm.

-

With the advent of escalating hire charges interchange traffic between Administrations has
grown in importance, consequently some Administrations should increase the training of
staff involved in inspection, maintenance, monitoring of wagons, costing and billing
procedures.

-

Demurrage/detention charges for wagons detained for loading or unloading by shippers
exceed current wagon hire charges, thus acting as an incentive for shippers to maximize
the utilization of the wagon.

Wagon Tracking and Shipper Information Systems
The lack of a real-time Wagon Tracking and Shipper Information System prevents the
Railway Administrations and shippers from knowing the exact location of each wagon.
Most Administrations manually keep track of the number of wagon hire days and rely on
Spoomet's real-time system to produce monthly hire accounts. The lack of a regional
wagon tracking and control system prevents the SADCC Railway Administrations from
efficiently managing the utilization of wagons in interchange. USAID has completed a
study on the feasibility of implementing a system. The issue wil be considered by the
SADCC Railway Administrations at the Bulawayo meeting in May 1992..
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Other Constraints on Improving Wagon Availability

7.2

-

Wagons are sometimes delayed in transit because not all Administrations have throul
bills of lading.

-

Invoices used by individual Administrations are not standardized nor are the commodi
codes.

Recommendations
The implementation of a common system of interchange rules is an evolutionary proces
Hence, the following recommendations have been presented in the short, intermediate and lor
term. Furthermore, the timing of many of the potential recommendations may be influence
by other developments in the S/" ".C Region, as. well as the progress of other current an
proposed programmes. The ielements which typically comprise a normal system (
interchange rules which have been developed for the SADCC Railway Administrations au
described in Section 8. The implementation plan for the recommended system is detailed i
Section 9.
The following recommendations resulted from the study:

7.2.1

Short Term
Implement a System of Common Interchange Rules
-

In view of the significant number of wagons interchanged annually between the SADC(
Railway Administrations and the contiguous railways of southern Africa and with the larg
amount of wagon hire payments involved, it is of paramount importance to implement
system of common interchange rules. The rules will serve to increase co-ordinatioi
between railways and streamline procedures for maintenance and repairs, and th,
calculation of hire charges and billings.

.

The Railway Administrations should be governed by a set of interchange rules modele(
after, though not necessarily identical to, the nles of the AAR. The rules should, as
minimum, contain the main elements which typically comprise a normal system o
interchange rules as used in other parts of the world.

.

The parts of the present bilateral working agreements between the contiguous Railwa)
Administrations which have been standardized and effect wagon interchange, repair, anc
billing should be harmonized and used as the first step in developing a common systeir
of interchange rules.

Establish a Regulatory Body
-

A new full time Organization with staff should be formed t- coordinate all the activities
related to wagon interchange, standardization of equipment, and maintenance practices
This organization should assume the objectives and responsibilities previously handled by
the SADCC Railway Administrations and the Inter Railway Administrations pertaining to
wagon interchange and maintenance.
The new Organization should be managed by its' -member railways who vote on issues
concerning standards for design and maintenance of rolling stock as well as rate and
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costing structures. Since many of the issues will have a direct financial impact upon on
the Administrations with the largest fleet of wagons in interchange, the voting structure
for the organization should consider the cost of owners obligations.
-

-

The bylaws of the Organization should be such that the organization could be expanded
at a future date with a broadened mandate or it could be incorporated into a potential new
Organization.
In order to ensure that the new Organization serves all member Administrations equally
without bias, it should b. staffed by personnel who are full time employees or are
seconded on a full time basis. During the initial formation of the Orga:.i.zation, foreign
supp:ort should be retained by the SATCC to assist in developing and managing the new
Organization during the first two years. The support personnel should have z thorough
knowledge of the organization and workings of the AAR,

-

The Organization should be fully funded by its member railway Administrations.

-

The name and structure of the Organization si.uld be such that it could be expanded at
a future date to include non SADCC Railway Administrations.

Functions of the Regulatory Body
.

While implementing the new Organization the staff should liaise and coordinate their
efforts with other groups concerning activities which may influence the interchange of
wagons, hence the efforts of the Organization.

-

Since Spoornet is the largest supplier of for hire wagons on the region it is essential that
the staff work closely with its' representatives to exchange information and promote
operational coordination during the establishment of the interchange rules, and the
implementation of costing and maintenance standards.

Wagon Tracking
-

The SATCC should undertake a detailed investigation as soon as possible concerning a
Wagon Tracking and Control System. The implementation of a Wagoa Tracking and
Control System is clearly the most effective way for the SADCC Railway Administrations
to maximize the utilization of their own fleets and minimize wagon hire payments and
foreign currency demands.

Wagon Fleet
-

Ensure that new equipment purchased conforms to current standards.
Implement a common code system for wagons.

Wagon Interchange
-

Standardize procedures for advance information concerning the status of trains, wagons
and consignments.
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-

Develop common inspection standards.

-

Standardize wagon inspection procedures.

-

Initiate a training programme to update the quality of inspection.

.

Include the hire of tarpaulins and chains in the interchange rules.

-

Standardize loading patterns.

Spare Parts
-

Review and monitor problems with respect to stocking critical small spare parts at
specified locations on the non-owning Administrations.
Expand the list of standard items to be stocked for fair wear and tear maintenance at
non-owning Administrations.
Review the quality of components used on the region to ensure that they conform to
standard specifications.
Implement a quality assurance programme to monitor the quality of spare parts used for
maintenance.

Wagon Maintenance
-

Develop uniformity of design, standard dimensions, and strength of wagons, as well as
spare parts.

.

Implement a programme to assess and monitor the quality of workmanship.

.

Standardize condemning and scrapping limits for wheels and axles and other components.

-

Review and revise the Standard Handbook of Instructions for the repair and maintenance
of wagons and issue to all Administrations.

Billing
-

Standardize the billing of fair wear and tear maintenance charges by making wagon owners
liable.

-

Standardize the billing procedures for maintenance repairs.

-

Standardize the pricing of repairs by reviewing the intema' accounting practices (overheads
on labour costs and markups on components) and the calculation of Own Costs between
Administrations.

Wagon Hire
-

Monitor the rate differential of wagon, hire rates charged between Administrations
including the use of escalation factors and norms f6r wagon turnaround times.
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Other Tasks

7.2.2

.

Develop and implement a training programme for supervisory and management positions.

-

Increase the training of staff involved in the inspection, maintenance, monitoring of
wagons, and costing and billing procedures.

-

Implement through bills of lading based upon a standard formaL

.

Implement standard commodity codes.

Medium Term
Wagon Interchange
-

Inv'*e Spoornet and SNCZ to joint the new arganization as full members since they are
now members of the Inter Railway Administrations and actively participate with the
SADCC Railway Administrations on technical issues related to wagon interchange and
standardization of equipment and maintenance practices.
. Review the merits of expanding the organization to include the Commercial Working
Group.

Wagon Maintenance
-

Implement a certification programme for facilities, equipment and trained personnel
involved in the repair of wagons for interchange repair shops.

-

Eliminate the need to duplicate repair work.

-

Develop standardized unit billing rates based upon time and cost standards for various
wagon repair and servicing functions performed on foreign wagons on a regular basis.

Billing
.

Investigate the use of a common currency for billing of repairs and wagon hire.

.

Establish the use of automation of the billing functions to ensure the production of timely
and error free accounts.

Wagon Hire
.

Develop and implement a Wagon Hire Accounting System which functions in conjunction
with the Wagon Tracking and Control System and calculates wagon hir based upon the
actual age and standard replacement cost of the wagon, and common financial costs. The
system should include an audit function.

-

Implement a wagon hire rate system based upon use of a common foreigr currency.
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Intensify the training of staff involved in monitoring of wagons, and costing and billing

procedures.
Investigate the economics, customs procedures, documentation requirements and
practicality of reducing border crossing facilities to one only.
7.2.3

Long Term
Continue the enhancement of procedures and systems to effect the ongoing efficient
interchange of equipment between railway Administrations in southern Africa. Possible
activities include:
-

Investigate the merger into the Organization of additional functions presently handled by
the SADCC Railway Administrations and the Inter Railway Administrations such as the
Training Working Group and other technical and operating matters.

-

Undertake regional fleet management to maximize wagon utilization by monitoring loaded
wagon movements and wagon turn around times

.

Expand membership to include private wagon owners and manufacturers of wagons and
wagon components.

-

Implement full replacement costing for wagons under hire and eliminate the use of rate
escalation.

.

Operate a clearing centre for payment of wagon hire charges
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Chapter 8.0
SYSTEM BENEFITS

The benefits of a properly implemented wagon information and management system range from
less need to use foreign wagons for loading when suitable local wagons may be available, to
increased net revenue traffic from customers who consider reliable information about their
product's movement as essential. The information system will produce significant benefits only
when combined with improved operations resulting ina more reliable transport system. An RSIS
offers this prfential.
The shorter cycle time of foreign wagons that reduces a railway's wagon hire charges would have
the most immediate and tangible impact on a railway's financial position. These reductions are
particularly significant due to the fact that foreign wagon nire charges must be paid in hard
currency. The impact of this savings will vary because of the relative significance of wagon hire
charges as a percentage of operating expenses, typically ranging from 10 to 30 percent.
The impacts of increased traffic due to improved service levels will be, in part, attributed to events
other than a rolling stock information system. Yet significant savings are not likely to be realized
without such an information and management system being developed. The improvement in
customer service will come from the ability to convey information to customers inatimely manner
concerning the Iocaticn of wagons and cargo, and the expected time of arrival of wagons, both
loaded and empty.
Inthe course of the analysis of the costs and benefits of the recommended alternative, both the
short-term benefits of reduced foreign wagon hire charges and the longer-term traffic increases
and quality of service benefits were incorporated. Inorder to demonstrate the importance of 'ie
potential of each benefit category, the analysis was conducted with and without the longer-term
"softer" benefits of increased traffic and utilization.
It is important to note that in order to realize the benefits as set out in this report, the
management of each rail system must be fully committed to this project and be willing to assign
to an individual, as a full-time responsibility, the task of ensuring that decisions are identified,
made, and carried out based on information produced by the RSIS.
A wagon information system maintained and applied on acurrent and consistent basis will equip
railroad management with the tools to generate awide range of potential benefits to the railroad,
its customers and the general economy within which the railroad operates. However, in order
for these benefits to become a reality, management must take positive and immediate actions,
based on the information provided. Simply producing data and reports will not result in any
improvement in performance or efficiency in the railway's operations or services provided.
There are three primary categories of benefits that would result from such a wagon information
system:
" Benefits to the railroad:
" Benefits to the railroad's customers; and
" Benefits to the general economy.
8-1
SOURCE: A Technical Feasibility Study of a Rolling Stock Information and Management System
for SADCC Railways (RSIMS).Prepared by De Leuw, cather International Limited (DCIL),

et. al., for USAID, February, 1992.
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While some of these benefits can be quantified, other benefits can only be described in a
qualitative sense. These qualitative benefits have significant quantitative results and are very
important in that they enable the railroad's management to provide customers with a better flow
of information for tracking individual shipments over each railroad and between connecting rail
carriers. Inaddition, a more efficient -ail system will enable the country to offer amore cost- and
service-competitive transport system at lower total economic costs. More efficient wagon
management and thus a smaller wagon fleet will also reduce the long-term debt burden of the
country to the extent that wagon purchases are funded through borrowing.
8.1 Benefits to the Railway
Most of the benefits to each regional railway would be attributed to more efficient utilization of
empty wagons by a reduction in the wagon cycle time and hire payments for foreign wagons.
Over the long term, more efficient utilization of wagons would result inthe need for fewer wagons
in the fleet to meet traffic needs. This would lessen the demand for new wagons, a consumer
of capital resources. These benefits would be brought about by several specific actions taken
by the management of each regional rail system.
8.1.1 Prompt Return of Foreign Wagons
Identification and tracking of foreign wagons would enable management to return these wagons
promptly, resulting in reduced foreign wagon hire costs. When a wagon was made empty, it
would be dispatched back to the owning railway immediately, if there were no opportunities to
reload the wagon in the direction of the owner.
8.1.2 Verification of Wagon Hire Charges
The rolling stock management and information system would result in accurate hire charges for
foreign wagons by providing a verification system to check the wagon days spent by foreign
wagons on an individual rail system. Presently, many rail systems in the region depend on
information prepared by neighboring railways (NRZ, Spoornet) for calculation of wagon hire
payments. A verification system would ensure that these charges (paid in valuable foreign
exchange) are correct. Experience indicates that there are rarely error in favor of the railway
actually hiring wagons.
8.1.3 Improved Planning of Wagon Movements
With more accurate advance information concerning train dispatches and arrivals, operations
within major terminals and industrial areas could be planned in advance of the train's arrival. In
the case where trains are broken up at intermediate terminals and wagons are dispatched on
other trains, the locomotive requirements could be projected several days in advance. This
would result in improved service and reduced locomotive requirements and operating costs.
8.1.4 Quick Assignment of Empty Wagons
The rolling stock management system would enable management to ascertain the available
supply of empty wagons and forecast the quantity and location requirements for empty wagons.
The disposition of those wagons which are already empty can be made much more quickly with
a timely matching of wagon requirements with the available empty wagon supply.
8-2
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8.1.5 Quick Assignment of Wagons Being U'iloaded
Wagons moving under load or being unloaded can often be assigned to the next loading point
before being made empty. The information system would provide management with advance
supply and demand requirements. This information could be matched with those wagons that
will be unloaded inthe area. This would result inmore efficient operation of terminals as a result
of faster reaction time to match wagon requirements with the availability of empty wagons.
8.1.6 Destination Assignment of Home Route Wagons
Instructions for foreign wagons moving under load can be assigned a home route immediately
and bypass intermediate terminals and shunting. Currently, foreign wagons may be held for
several days (or even weeks) at the unloading point before a decision is made to return the
wagon to the owner. Once this decision is made, the foreign wagons then move terminal to
terminal, being selectei to route home each time.
8.2 Benefits to Customers
Greater efficiency inwagon use and better information regarding the movement of wagons would
result in:
" Faster and more reliable delivery times, resulting in reduced inventory holding requirements;
" The ability to provide customers with accurate and timely information regarding the movement
of their shipments, resulting in greater confidence in the railway's ability to meet customer
transport needs.
8.3 Benefits to the National Economy

A rail system that utilizes its capital assets in a more effective manner would result in:
* Reduced debt burden due to the decrease in the number of additional wagons required to
meet future traffic demands;
" Lower totai transport costs, enabling the country to sell its exports at a more competitive price
in the open market;
" Reduced cost of imported goods due to lower transportation costs.
These potential benefits would be dependent upon the railway's ability to produce the efficiencies
and appropriately adjust its pricing policies. Rates that are maintained or increased inthe face
of improved efficiency, in particular on captive exports or imports, can stifle the potential benefits
to the national economy.
The benefits of the nation's economy will be derived from the following:
* Reduced freight charges by the railway, reducing the cost of both imported and exported
goods; and
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* Improved railway margins, reducing the railway subsidies.
An RSIS can have a dramatic effect on the cost of transportation. Over the ten years that
Spoornet implemented the SPRINT system, efficiency, as measured in tons per wagon per year,
improved a total of 20 percent, attributed to SPRINT. On the SATCC railways, the potential for
improvements in efficiency will vary substantially, based on each railway's current efficiency,
implementation timetable, and ability to identify and implement improvement opportunities. A
5 percent overall improvement represents one-fourth the Spoornet improvement.
One way to express RSIS benefits isto compare the anticipated savings intotal distribution costs
for regional transit traffic using an RSIS with the costs without RSIS shown in the SADCC
Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA). Inthe STIPA report (Table 6.7 on page
79), the total distribution costs are shown for each landlocked country inthe region for the Base
Case (1990), 1995 and the year 2000 scenarios. If we assume that a 5 percent efficiency
increase can be achieved due to an improved RSIS, the net reduction in the total distribution
costs can be estimated. This 5 percent efficiency improvement would be composed of
decreased foreign wagon hire charges as well as increased traffic. The comparison between the
original STIPA costs and the estimated costs using an RSIS is shown inTable 8.1.
Table 8.1
BENEFITS OF IMPROVED ROLLING STOCK MANAGEMENT TO REGIONAL ECONOMIES
(Millions of US Dollars - Constant)

Country
Botswana
Malawi

Swaziland
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Total
Benefit

Base Case
New
STIPA
32.7
108.8

32.8
108.9

80.7
287.6
250.6
318.3

1995
New

STIPA

2000 (without
Benguela)
New
STIPA

2000 (with
Benguela)
New STIPA

81.3
292.7
252.2
321.9

75.1
77.4

75.2
79.5

68.6
222.4
180.4
283.8

88.8
80.0

88.9
81.1

88.8
80.0

68.9
229.4
184.4
286.5

85.6
270.6
182.3
295.4

86.0
278.5
186.0
298.0

88.9
81.1

85.6
266.9
182.3
295.4

86.0
275.4
186.0
298.0

1078.7 1089.8

908.7

923.9

11.2

15.2

1002.7 1018.5
15.8

999.0 1015.4
16.4

Note: the "New"column reflects the impact of reduced rail costs, while the "STIPA" column shows the figures
shown inthe STIPA report.
Source: "SADCC Transportation Investment Priority Assessment (STIPA)", August 1991; USAID, Harare.
The regional benefits of a 5 percent reduction in railway operating costs range from S11.2 million
for the 1990 to $16 4 million for the year 2000 expressed annually in constant 1990 dollars.
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8.4 Benefits to the Regional Economy
In addition to individual country benefits, the region will benefit from a SADCC-wide wagon
information system. Much of the traffic moving over individual rail systems is interchanged with
neighboring rail systems. A regional wagon information system which incorporates liberal
interchange of wagon information between systems will enable each railway to monitor the flow
of goods to and from its system. This will permit a better utilization of serviceable wagons in the
region, thereby benefiting all regional rail systems.
This need fur the rail systems of each country to 'think regionally" should extend to areas beyond
just the exchange of wagon movement information.
8.5 Calculation of Benefits
While there are many benefits resulting from an improved wagon information and control system,
two primary benefits have been included in the cost/benefit analysis:
" Reduction in wagon hire payments to foreign railways;
" Increase in net revenue as a direct result of better and more current traffic movement
information.
The cost basis of the benefit calculation includes the most recent financial statements from each
regional railway, supplementary financial information collected by the study team, and rail cost
information from 1991 STIPA and World Bank studies.
8.5.1

Reduced Fleet Size

Improved information regarding the status of wagons on line and off line should increase wagon
utilization, thus decreasing the total days required for each load-to-load wagon cycle. This will
result in fewer total wagons required to move the same quantity of traffic, and thus reduce the
magnitude of wagon acquisitions to meet future increases in traffic demand. Because of the
general shortage of serviceable wagons on the SADCC railways, this will not generate near-term
benefits.
The financial impact of this efficiency can be estimated, but the greater value will be in terms of
increased traffic, resulting from the customer's perception of better and more reliable railway
service.
8.5.2 Reduced Foreign Wagon Hire
Many railways in the southern African region incur hire charges on Spoornet wagons for trarsit
traffic as well as for South Africa-bound traffic. In fact, some rail systems are either so short of
serviceable wagons or are so slow in locating empty wagons that Spoornet wagons are
frequently used for local tr-iffic movements and movements in the direction away from Spoornet.
The amount of money owed to Spoornet each yea; for the use of their wagons is shown in
Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2
ANNUAL WAGON HIRE SUMMAR)
(thousands of US Dollars)
Railway Organization
Zambia
Spoornet
NRZ
SNCZ
Tazara
Namibia
Spoornet
Malawi
CFM (N)
Zimbabwe
Zambia
Botswana
CFM
Spoornet
Tazara
Zambia
CFM (C)
NRZ
CFM (S)
Swaziland
NRZ
Spoornet
Swaziland
Spoomet'
Botswana
Spoornet
NRZ

Annual Debits

Annual Credits

14,535
233
427

9,015
750

3,646
56

192

227
807
612
16,557

460
388
1,713
1,904

632

524

3,476

575

198
507
3,654

371
1,903

346
5,208
412

Total (all Railways)

51,533

17,795

Total (Spoornet only)

43,946

3,807

Only those Spoornet wagons on daily hire are included. Transit wagons are on houuly hire and would not
be significantly affected by the project.
Source: Financial records of regional railways
In order to verify tha information shown in Table 8.2, figures w..re obtained from Spoornet files.
Based on annual information for 1991, it was found that the estimates made by the regional
railways are within one percent of !he values extrapolated from the Spoornet dat4. These data
were therefore considered as reasonable estimates for the purpose of this stury.
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It can be seen from information shown in Table 8.2 that the amounts due Spoornet far exceed
those amounts due to all other railways in the region. A substantial portion of these Spoornet
hire charges could be saved by each regional railway through use of an effective wagon
information and management system. This savings would result from sending Spoornet wagons
back to Spuornet lines as soon as possible, after either unloading or reloading with return loads
to South Africa. In addition, greater use could be made of local system wagons for loading of
traffic.
Even if the saving in Spoornet wagon hire charges were only 10 percent of annual payments,
more than US $4 million per year could be saved by regional railway systems.
8.5.3 Greater Revenue Capacity
During the decade of the 1980's, there was a significant modal shift in regional transit traffic from
rail to road. This shift was brought about by the closure of three rail routes through Mozambique
(the Sena line from Beira to Malawi, the Nacala line linking Malawi and Nacala and the Umpopo
line between Maputo and the Zimbabwe border) and the decline in efficiency of the port of
Maputo. Estimates of the magnitude of this modal shift in traffic can be made by comparing a
1981 study of regional transit traffic segregated by mode with the results from the STIPA study,
which examined modal split as of 1990. Results of these studies are shown inTable 8.3.
Table 8.3

MODAL SPLIT OF REGIONAL TRANSIT TRAFFIC
(thousands of tons)
1981 - SARTSE Study

1990 - STIPA Study

Rail

Road

Total

Rail

Road

Total

Study Results

8,445

1,510

9,950

3,449

7,410

10.859

Market Share

84.9%

15.1%

31.8%

68.2%

100%

100%

Source: SARTSE Study; STIPA study spread sheets
Because of the closure of the several rail routes through Mozambique, and the perceived
deterioration of the service provided on the remaining rail routes, there has been a significant
!oss of traffic to road. While both of the studies cited in Table 8.3 represent, at best, rough
estimates of market share, the results do show a dramatic loss of traffic from rail to road and
poiht to the tremendous market potential for improved rail transport.
One of the users' complaints regarding rail service in the southern African region is the lack of
shipmont tracking information for a shipper or consignee. This is one of the primary reasons for
diversion to mure expensive road transport. Ifthe regional railway system had the capability to
track shipments within the region, it is likely that a considerable amount of additional traffic would
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be attracted to the rail systems. While not all of this potential traffic recovery would be
attributable to an information system, its existence would make rail routing more attractive to
potential customers. Based on the figures shown inTable 8.3, potential traffic recovery through
rail system improvements is on the order of 5.5 million tons.
Not all of this 5.5 million tons can be recovered immediately, but more consistent and reliable
service, accompanied by an information system enabling customers to easily locate their
shipments, will increase the portion of ihis tonnage moved by rail. A portion of the revenue
associated with this traffic recovery can be attributed to the existence of an improved wagon
information and control system.
However, the full amount of this additional revenue cannot properly be taken as a benefit. The
marginal cost to produce this increased revenue must first be deducted before the net benefit
is calculated.
Inthe World Bank's report entitled "SADCC Transport Corridors, Study of Financial Strategy", cost
variability percentages were calculated for each regional rail system. These variability
percentages are used in this report to estimate the net revenue benefit which would result from
increased traffic. These variability percentages, as extracted from the World Bank report, are
shown in Table 8.4.
Table 8.4
RAIL COST VARIABILITY PERCENTAGES
Cost Category
Fixed %

Var %

Zambia
44

56

Tazara
66

34

Malawi
80

CFM (C) CFM (S) NRZ
75

20

25

53

47

39

61

Botswana
39

61

Source: Study of Transport Corridors. Study of Financial Strategy, volume 2,page 25, Table 14, November
1990; World Bank.
Some of the railways shown in Table 8.4 reflect comparatively high levels of inefficiency in terms
of use of existing resources. Variable costs on most North American railroads are in the range
of 60 to 70 percent of total costs. Studies performed by Spoornet show its variable costs to be
similar to costs in North America. The very high fixed costs of many southern African railways
reflect the comparatively low levels of traffic moved and the security problems on the line.
The net benefits for increased traffic are calculated by multiplying the expected annual traffic
increases (in terms of revenue tons) by the percentage of fixed costs. As these increases in
traffic would be initially small, only the variable costs would be affected (i.e., improvements would
be within the capacity range of the existing physical plant.) Greater changes in traffic (on the
order of 25 to 30 percent) would likely result in changes to a portion of fixed costs as well as
vpriable costs.
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Table 8.5 shows the total net tonnage of each regional railway and the effect of an estimated five
percent increase in traffic. The values for average revenue per ton shown in Table 8.5 were
calculated using actual results from 1991. Currently, however, cost coverage from traffic
collection is inadequate. The World Bank Financial Strategy report recommends that railways
"raise tariffs to at least break even level3." Given the present inadequate level of cost coverage,
future average revenue per ton will therefore be much higher than that now being received. The
benefits as calculated using current figures are therefore well on the conservative side.
Table 8.5
NET REVENUE IMPACT OF INCIEASED TRAFFIC
(US Dollars)
Zam

TZR

MR

CFM (C) CFM (S) NRZ

BR

Swaz

NTC

3332

1012

418

572

795

14280

2264

4031

1500

Percent
Increase

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Revenue per Ton

19.30

39.07

12.61

6.53

1.82

7.71

11.27 5.49

11.27

1414

1305

211

140

38

2147

498

993

Annual Tonnage

(000)

Net Annual
Revenue Change
(000)

432

Source: Railway annual reports and World Bank study of Corridor Financial Viability; and Table 8,this
study.

Table 8.5 indicates that a combined $7.17 million increase in net revenue would result from a
5 percent increase in traffic on each regional railway. These calculations reflect deductions
for

marginal costs and the fixed to variable cost distribution shown in Table 8.4. This distribution
will indicate the relative ability of each railway to benefit from an improvement in rolling
stock
management. The market potential for each railway was not available from prior studies
and is
beyond the scope of this study.
8.5.4 Reduced Wagon Handling Costs
Most delays to shipments take place as wagons move through terminals. With better and
more
current information at this critical point in the shipping process, wagons should move
through
terminals in a more expeditious manner.
This efficiency improvement will provide management with additional opportunities
for cost
savings through reductions in staff and equipment requirements.
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8.6 Projected Savings and Phasing
There are two elements of potentially measurable savings from an improved wagon information
and management system: savings in wagon hire payments to foreign railways and increased net
revenue due to perceived improvements in service to customers. For both elements, the full
potential benefits would not likely be realized during the early years following implementation of
the new wagon management and control system. Furthermore, the time period for the realization
of benefits would likely be different for wagon hire reductions and for the revenue increases. The
implementation period of the wagon hire benefits was estimated using productivity improvements
experienced by Spoornet. The implementation of the net revenue increases would be a function
of customer satisfaction. It is likely that this improvement will take place over a period of years
as acceptable performance and information are provided. Customer perception of service quality
improvements will depend, in part, on better information being available to show progress of
shipments. This informational improvement will increase net revenue even before significant
transit tVne savings can be established and maintained. The calculation of the estimated phasing
of increased traffic is discussed below.
8.6.1 Phasing of Wagon Hire Savings
In the 1970's, Spoornet (then known as SATS), made the decision to develop and implement a
computer-based wagon information and control system. With only a oatch type ledger
accounting computer in use at SATS prior to this decision, the system implementation and
realization of benefits were slow to develop. The successful implementation of this system over
ten years resulted in considerable benefits to the railway. Spoornet management estimated
efficiency, as measured in tons per wagon per year, improved by 20 percent over the entire
period of implementation. Other improvements in the operations were also taking place during
this time, but Spoornet stated that the improvement in wagon efficiency was attributable to the
phased implementation of SPRINT.
In order to test this 20 percent benefit estimate, two indicators were selected to show Spoornet's
performance improvement during recent years. These indicators are revenue tons per wagon
owned and ton kilometers per wagon owned. While improvement in these two indicators cannot
be linked solely to an improved wagon information system, there exists a close relationship.
Without the wagon information system it is doubtful if the improvements seen would have been
possible. Spoornet's wagon information and control systm, was implemented during the late
1970's, and performance indicators were selected from the decade of the 1980's in order to
ascertain a trend. Table 8.6 summarizes these indicators for selected years.
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Table 8.6
SPOORNET PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
Annual Statistics

Financial Year

Tons per Wagon

1980
1981
1986
1987
1989

Ton Kms per Wagon

916
933
968
999
1,103

521,389
525,476
539,474
549,036
595,006

Note: uuring this time p,,tu the average load capacity of the Spoornet wagon fleet was nearly constant
Source: Spoornet Annual Reports
As can be seen from the information shown in Table 8.6, benefits are realized gradually over time.
From this data, the percentages of efficiency improvement for each year sampled have been
calculated and are shown in Table 8.7.

Table 8.7

PHASING OF SPOORNET EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
(computed as percentage of base year - 1980)

Year

Tons per Wagon

"ton kilometers

Per Wagon

Average Cumulative

Improvement

1980
1981
1986
1987

1.9%
5.7%
9.1%

0.7%
3.5%
5.3%

1989

1.3%
4.6%
7.2%

20.4%

14.1%

17.3%

Source: Spoornet Annual Reports
The Spoornet wagon control system evolved over a period of years with the benefits being
derived as the employees learned to support, utilize and benefit from the system. The RSIS
proposed for the southern African region will have better initial definition than the Spoornet
system and will benefit from the comparatively rapid development in computer systems, networks,
and communication technology. Since the Spoornet experience, a clearer definition of relational
data bases as a control system has been developed. The SADCC railways each demonstrate
capabilities in ledger-based computer systems and roiost have active programs for acquiring and
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utilizing personal computers. Each of the railways has developed or has tried to develop an RSIS
in the recent past.
There are problems for the SADCC railways in the implementation. The labor force may not be
as well trained or as technically qualified as the Spoornet staff. The team received a number of
comments questioning the capability of SADCC railway managers and employees to learn the
systems. Inaddition, there may be a reluctance by some employees and managers to embrace
anything new that may eliminate jobs.
it should not be assumed that all SADCC regional railways will react in the same manner cc at
the same rate as Spoornet. The Spoornet experience, however, can be instructive in projecting
the phasing in of anticipated benefits. Thus, the phasing of benefits for the RSIS on SADCC
railways is assumed to be similar to that achieved on SPRINT. Therefore, the full impact from a
regional wagon information and management system would be assumed to be realized
approximately nine years after implementation. The phasing of these benefits would be
approximately as shown in Table 8.7. The cumulative percentages of benefits, based on the
information shown in Table 8.7, is shown in Table 8.8. These cumulative percentages were
applied to the total projected savings in wagon hire charges upon implementation.
Table 8.8
PHASING OF WAGON HIRE SAVINGS BENEFITS
Year Since Implemented

Cumulative Benefits

0-1992
1-1993
2-1994
3-1995
4-1 996
5-1997
6-1998
7-1999
8-2000
9-2001

0%
7.5%
11.3%
15.1%
18.9%
22.7%
26.6%
41.6%
70.8%
100.0%

Source: Table 8.6.
8.6.2 Phasing of Net Revenue Increases

Interviews with custcmers of the region's railways indicate that one of the reasons traffic shifted
from rail to road is that cusiomers are dissatisfied with rail ser';ice. In particular, raliable
information regarding the progress of their shipment is not available. Without such information,

delays occur at ports and cargo misses ship arrival dates. Also, with no advance arrival
information, customers cannot plan other related logistical activities. A wagon information and

management system will enable railway management to provide the service customers demand
and to recover a significant portion of the traffic that has been lost to road haulers durir~g the
past decade.
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